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While the global economy is still
undergoing a period of upheaval
in the wake of the credit crunch,

I believe Canada is well-positioned to be
first out of the current recession, largely
thanks to having struck the right bal-
ance between the public and private
sectors in its financial institutions.
As a result of the credit crunch, global

financing practices will never be quite the
same again. One of the fundamentals of
world trade – the easy flow of capital– has
undergone a crisis of confidence that will
extend well beyond the economic
recovery. This will mean a
change to the way the
global economy does busi-
ness – there will be a new
status quo, not a return to
the way things used to be.
The credit crunch

showed the world what
happens whenmarket free-
dom and proper oversight
are not held in balance,
and this crisis is now forc-
ing the world towards a
model based on greater
cooperation – a model
that has been developing
in Canada for some time.
In fact, I believe that oneof theoutcomes

of the economic turmoil we’ve seen in the
past year will be that the rest of the world
will be seeking to build institutions like the
ones that we have in Canada right now.
Already, Canada’s banking system

has become the toast of the financial
community. It was recently ranked the
soundest in the world by the World
Economic Forum. And the IMF reported
that Canada’s financial sector is “among the
most highly developed in the world,” with
“sophisticated” oversight systems in place.

governments have had to intervene. They
will need to rebuild their balance sheets
and the confidence of their investors, and
that will lead to more conservative behav-
iour, leaving gaps in the credit market that
will require more involvement from
export credit agencies (ECAs) like EDC.
But most credit agencies are far more

limited than EDC in the range of solutions
they can offer. In Europe, for example,
ECAs only offer guarantees, without the
ability to provide funding.
That model works if you presume

that financing will never be a problem, just
like the markets presumed liquidity would
never be a problem. But it’s far too lim-
iting when traditional credit sources are
running dry. As a result, many European
governments are scrambling to create
funding and other programs to address
market gaps.
EDC, on the other hand, has tremen-

dous flexibility and adaptability, thanks to
its diverse range of programs and financ-
ing options, which allows us to take into
account the realities of trade today.
The success of EDC is just one of

several examples of Canada having struck
the right balance between the public
and private sectors. Our financial sys-
tem – from banking to mortgages to
export development – is a well-positioned
hybrid. Canada is the Prius of the finan-
cial world, at a time when other nations
are looking to ditch their gas-guzzling SUVs.
While the global economy is likely

still in for a bit of a bumpy ride, Canada’s
financial institutions, including EDC,
have a lot to offer the world in terms
of a viable model to ensure that credit
markets have the capacity they need,
and businesses can continue to grow
and diversify, all within a framework of
responsible risk and oversight. �

Part of that “sophisticated” system is the
partnerships that Canadian banks have
with Crown corporations, like Export
Development Canada. For example,
Canada avoided many of the problems
with high-risk mortgages that plagued
the U.S. system, partly because of the role
of the Canada Mortgage and Housing
Corporation in offering mortgage
guarantees.
The Government was also able to

expand EDC’s core mandate to allow
us to offer a number of our financing
and insurance solutions in the domestic

market for a two-year
period, knowing that we
would be able to step in
and f i l l gaps in the
domestic credit market
because of the strong
ties we have built with pri-
vate-sector financial insti-
tutions through our core
international business.
The strength of these

relationships is illustrated
by the fact that EDC’s
business activity conducted
in partnership with banks
climbed 20 per cent last
year to almost 4,500 deals

valued at more than $14 billion.
In fact, Canada was able to ramp up its

response to the recession faster than
other nations precisely because we already
had the institutions and partnerships in
place. We weren’t starting from scratch.
As part of the new status quo, the world

is witnessing an unprecedented shift in the
role of government and government-
owned organizations in our financial sys-
tems. It should stand to reason that banks
will naturally be more risk averse in the
medium term, given the scale on which
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As part of the new
status quo, the
world is witnessing
an unprecedented
shift in the role of
government and
government-owned
organizations in our
financial systems.

Canada’s financial system
strikes the right balance

Eric Siegel President & CEO

> Outlook
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BY TOBY HERSCOVITCH

Accelerated
Risk

From bailouts to buyouts, the

automotive sector is experiencing a

serious shrinking and massive

rethinking in every facet of the industry. For the Canadian auto
parts and tooling suppliers that have grown up around

the original equipment manufacturers (OEMs), a tough question

remains – can they still thrive from a Canadian base when this

turmoil is over? Yes we can, say experts and key suppliers – with

some critical financial solutions to bridge the crisis.
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Has the auto sector bottomed out? Most experts agree that it has or will soon hit rock bottom, so there’s nowhere to go but up. Meanwhile, the restructruring continues.
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“The automotive sector is in a state ofperpetual crisis,” says RobWildeboer,
Chairman of Martinrea International

Inc., a leading automotive supplier of metal
parts, vehicle assemblies and modules,
and of fluid management systems.
“We’ve said for a long time that this sec-

tor is in a ‘perfect storm’. We’re seeing a
liquidity crisis, a production crisis, a con-
fidence crisis. Our customers and the
OEMs – especially the Detroit Three,
but also Honda, Toyota, Nissan -- are
suffering because of lower volumes.
Effectively our customer base has gone
through a five-year restructuring in a
six-month period, and that restructuring
is still going on.”
The distress has been unrelenting

for auto parts makers at every level,
including Tier 1 assemblers of vehicle sec-
tions, Tier 2 parts makers, Tier 3 providers
of engineered materials and special
services, plus tooling manufacturers.
Wildeboer, who is also on the Board

of the Automotive Parts Manufacturers’
Association (APMA), adds: “We’re going
to see a lot of consolidation over the next
several years, if not the next few months.
The lack of revenue inflow and excess
capacity means that a number of parts sup-
pliers are going to fail. Some are going to
fail just because of lack of liquidity. But
we’re also going to see companies fail
because of the structures they have in place,
whether it’s their level of debt or the nature
of the production or processes they use.”
In concrete terms, automotive sales

were down close to 20 per cent in the U.S.
in 2008 and the overall results by the end
of this year could be worse. Gerald
Fedchun, APMA President, puts it this way:
“More cars were scrapped in 2008 –
about 12.5 million vehicles – than were
produced, at a low of some 10 million.
“I have never seen the situation so dif-

ficult in my long career in this industry.
So far, for Canadian parts makers, the first
quarter of 2009 was the worst ever, with
some under 9 million units (annualized
rate) being produced. When you realize
that the industry has to make about
12million units per year to break even, you
can see why employment is down, pay
is down, everything is down.”
Canadian employment in auto parts

and accessories, for example, has gone
from about 87,000 in 2007 to 62,000 at
the end of March 2009.

Has the industry bottomed out?
Fedchun believes the sector has hit or will
soon hit rock bottom: “There is nowhere

to go but up. It’s promising that people
are not driving much less; data shows that
mileage is down only one or two per
cent. In normal times, car sales go up about
one per cent a year, so there should be
pent up demand. And the stimulus pack-
ages have started to kick in.” He believes
that the vehicle production now left in
Canada – down 10 to 15 per cent from
2007 – represents good products and
efficient operations.
“Meanwhile, efficient suppliers are

dealing with customers who can’t pay
or are delaying payments. Those suppli-
ers still need to keep investing in newer
machinery and better processes. They need
bridge financing and credit insurance to
help prevent their business from going
under. Other than through EDC (Canada
Account), receivables insurance to cover
GM and Chrysler is either not available or
very expensive and yet it is critical for
this sector,” adds Fedchun.
Paul Boothe, Senior Associate Deputy

Minister, Industry Canada, agrees: “Canada
has a very important piece of the North
American car industry. We know that as
we go through this restructuring it will be
smaller, but hopefully a more prosperous
industry. The companies really need
some breathing space first to get through
this difficult period. And then, going
out the other end, they’re going to need
some longer-term restructuring help. We

believe that EDC can be an important
part of both those elements of assistance
to the car industry.”
EDC accelerated its services to Canada’s

automotive sector last fall and hasn’t
taken its foot off the gas pedal yet.
“Demand for financing solutions has
never been greater,” notes John Earl,
Strategic Account Executive in EDC’s
Transportation Group, “and we are
responding to this demand by providing
financing solutions that are relevant
and timely. We have increased our risk
appetite and our risk-sharing with
banks to address the problems.”
In this environment, EDC provided

$4.2 billion in commercial loans, guarantees
and credit insurance last year to some
595 automotive customers, mainly Tier
1, 2 and 3 suppliers to OEMs.
“We maintained our existing insur-

ance coverage and continued to do new
business where it made sense. We also
assisted our policyholders through various
buyer bankruptcy or workout arrange-
ments,” says Raymond Grady, Director,
Transportation Credit Insurance. EDC
was also busy restructuring existing loans
to auto parts makers – amending loan
conditions or giving customers more
time to repay.
By April 2009, EDC’s total exposure in

the sector, including insurance, bonding
and financing reached nearly $1.4 billion.

EDC in auto
sector

$4.2 billion
commercial loans,
guarantees, credit
insurance in 2008

595
automotive customers

$500 million
accounts receivable
insurance coverage

$1.4 billion
total exposure to auto
sector by April 2009

Accounts receivable insurance can be a valuable
asset for an auto part supplier. Since the recent credit
crunch has put a strain on many companies’ cash flow,
EDC’s ARI program can be a significant tool.
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Coping strategies
Even with EDC’s extra support to the sec-
tor, each company will have to find its own
way back to stability and growth. Those that
were financially solid, had leaner opera-
tions and were diversified prior to the
crisis are generally coping better. Coming
back to Martinrea’s story, Wildeboer
notes this Vaughan (Ontario) based com-
pany has worked hard to diversify
operations in the United States and
Mexico and to build a strong balance sheet.
“We have a good lending syndicate,

which includes EDC.We’ve positioned our-
selves for lower volumes and dealing
with the liquidity crisis. We’ve had to
consolidate our operations and ensure
we’re as profitable and as lean as we can
be. We’ve also had to lay off some people
for the short term.”
Martinrea, which employs some 7,000

people at 30 divisions inNorthAmerica and
Europe, is recognized worldwide for its
expertise in fluid handling systems and tech-
nological innovations in metal forming,
including hydroforming, stampings, welded
vehicle assemblies and chassis systems.
A leadingmedium-sized auto parts sup-

plier with some 400 employees shares a sim-
ilar experience. CenterLine, whose auto
products cut across all the tiers, is already
seeing a small revival in demand for
some of its machinery and expects to be
busy this summer and fall. This family-
owned Windsor-based firm has more
than 50 years of experience in the design
and manufacture of welding and metal-
working products to the automotive sec-
tor and other industries. Those products
include door electrodes sold directly to
OEMs, specialized machinery for metal
forming, and automation components such
as welding guns.
“For us, the crisis started back in

2003, with the demise of the U.S. dollar.
That already forced us to make a lot of
internal changes – we consolidated plants,
optimized our business systems and
improved our hedging strategies to deal
with foreign exchange fluctuations. So we
were much stronger coming into this
crisis,” says Michael Beneteau, CenterLine’s
CEO. Most recently, the company unified
its marketing divisions to create a more
powerful voice in the marketplace.
CenterLine has also diversified beyond

Canada and the U.S. by following
some of its customers into Mexico and
Germany. “We still make core products
in Canada, then manufacture smaller
components and do the servicing locally,”
says Beneteau.

“For our exports, EDC’s receivables
insurance gives us more leverage with our
banks, especially as the industry has been
stretching out payments more in recent
years. Our customers also use EDC so that
they can provide progress payments to us
when they buy our equipment.”
Martinrea’s Wildeboer also relies on

EDC: “We think that EDC understands our
business incredibly well. They certainly
understand the automotive parts business.
So when we have to consider things
quickly, we bring in our partners and we
get a very fast response from EDC. That’s
why this relationship has grown over the
last six years.”

The road ahead
The industry has had a hard lesson,
but it is becoming much leaner and
more innovative than ever, says APMA’s
Fedchun. “We’re seeing more compa-
nies take advantage of training programs
to increase their operating effectiveness.
Some are looking at new processes and
better machinery, if they can find the
money to buy it. But when they do, they
will also be able to take advantage of the
government’s new fast write-off program
for tax savings.
“Overall, our Canadian parts industry

is not very labour intensive, compared to
counterparts in emerging markets. So we
stack upwell against those competitors when
you take into account our efficiency, expe-
rience, subsidiary operations abroad and
lower freight costs. Our companies also
export two-thirds of their production, so
this is truly a North American integrated,
not just Canadian, industry.”
On the horizon, which is still very

blurred, are potentially massive oppor-
tunities in markets like India. APMA led
an industry mission there in January
2008 and has already seen some of its mem-
bers start up operations in the region. And
new car plants, like Volkswagen, are still
coming to Canada, opening up new
opportunities for our parts makers.
In addition, companies like CenterLine

are developing new products that can serve
diverse industries like aerospace, mass
transit, energy and furniture. CenterLine
is particularly excited about its coldspray
coating process. “We can apply unique

anti-corrosion coatings, repair dents in
previously unreachable areas and provide
electrical conducting capacity in glass,”
says Beneteau. New customers range from
the U.S. defence department to Boeing
(aerospace) to makers of solar panels.
Both Beneteau and Martinrea’s

Wildeboer are optimistic not just for
their companies, but for the industry as
a whole: “Those companies that come
through the other side are going to do
extremely well. The reality is that people
are going to buy vehicles and people
are going to need parts manufacturers for
a very long time – the automobile is a
depreciating asset,” says Wildeboer.
The same data that represents a

painful reality for the industry today is also
a sign of hope for its future. As Wildeboer
reminds us, if 12.5 million vehicles are get-
ting scrapped every year, but we’re only
selling 10 million, that’s just not sustain-
able as our population keeps growing.
“The automotive sector is not a dying

industry; it’s growing worldwide. We have
tremendous skills and expertise in this
industry in Canada.
“For a country that has 9 per cent of the

North American population, we produce
16 per cent of the vehicles – we are
pushing well above our weight. For those
suppliers and car companies that restruc-
ture appropriately, we’re going to see
good times ahead.” �

CLICK . . .
> jearl@edc.ca
> www.martinrea.ca
> www.apma.ca
> www.cntrline.com

On April 7, 2009, the Government of Canada announced that it will provide
an additional $700 million of Accounts Receivable Insurance (ARI) to
any Canadian-based direct supplier to General Motors, Ford Motor Company,
Chrysler and/or their affiliates. EDC, through its Canada Account, will administer
the $700 million, in addition to approximately $500 million in ARI support
EDC provided through its corporate account as of April 30, 2009.

> EDC accompanied 13 Canadian auto
parts manufacturing companies and nearly
30 participants on a trade mision to
Volkswagen (VW) in Wolfsburg, Germany
this past April. There they met with VW
procurement and engineering groups,
who were looking for suppliers for a new
assembly plant in Chattanooga , Tennessee.
In May, VW announced that nine of the
companies have since won, or are in
the process of being nominated, for
new business.

mailto:jearl@edc.ca
http://www.martinrea.com
http://www.apma.ca
http://www.cntrline.com
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Global warming, shrinking oil

supplies and high energy prices have all served

to whet the world’s appetite for renewable

energy in recent years. Fortunately, several

firms have come to the fore with renewable

energy technologies that are helping us reduce

our reliance on fossil fuels. Here’s a look at

three Canadian exporters in the heat recovery,

wind power and solar energy fields, who are

making their green presence felt.

< Through its EnviroExports program, EDC supports
‘environmental companies’ – broadly defined as clean
technology companies involved in, for example, renew-
able energy, alternative fuels and water/waste water
management.

Profiles in
Renewable
Energy

BY DANNY KUCHARSKY
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Thermal Energy
International
Heat recovered from waste exhaust is the
largest and probably most overlooked
source of renewable energy available in
the industrialized world, says Tim Angus,
CEO of Ottawa-based Thermal Energy
International, a firm that is trying to
recover as much of that heat as possible.
“People use heat and fuel inefficiently.

We capture the waste associated with that
and we redirect it to productive use.”
The company got its start in the mid-

1990s with its FLU-ACE heat recovery
technology, which recovers heat from
waste exhaust at institutions like hospitals.
It consists of a heat recovery tower in place
of a smokestack. Hot exhaust gases from
boilers or from industrial dryers are
mixed with water and the wasted energy
is transformed into hot water. Pumps
then take that hot water and use it to either
heat air or as processed water. FLU-ACE
projects cost from $500,000 to $20million,
but typically go for between $1 and
$5 million. The energy solution typically
offers a two-year return on investments.
Another core technology is Dry-Rex,

in which waste heat captured by FLU-ACE
is provided to a biomass dryer that’s
40 feet tall by 60 feet long. The dryer
transforms wet biomass – anything from
sawdust to sludge from pulp and paper
mills – into viable, ready-to-burn fuels.
“Any type of biomaterial that can

burn as a fuel is applicable to our Dry-Rex
system,” says Angus. To wit, Thermal
Energy sees great potential in drying
grape skins from the Italian wine indus-
try, so that they can be burned as fuel. A
distributor in China is looking at the
municipal sewage sludge market, either
to dispose it or burn it as a fuel.
The company is also looking to tap into

bagasse projects in Latin America. Bagasse,
most commonly used in the sugar indus-
try, is the spent sugar cane after it’s been
processed. Since bagasse is usually wet,
oil is currently added to it to make it burn

efficiently. But if the bagasse can be
dried using waste it can then be burned
without the use of oil. “The systems we’ve
looked at save $5 to $10 million a year in
oil consumption per sugar plant and
also reduce emissions dramatically.”
To tap the Latin American market

Thermal Energy hopes to make use of
EDC’s various export insurance prod-
ucts. One possibility is to leverage EDC’s
partnership with Northstar Trade
Finance, in which Northstar provides
foreign buyers with financing while
EDC insures transac-
tions against losses.
FLU-ACE is cur-

rently Thermal Energy’s
largest selling technol-
ogy, but Angus believes
it will be eclipsed by
the GEM steam trap.
GEM is the product
of Gardner Energy
Management (GEM), a
U.K. steam technology
components company
Thermal Energy bought
last year. The steam-
saver can be used in
any facility that uses
steam.
GEM, which sells for only about

$1,000, has been a very successful prod-
uct, but it’s been sold almost exclusively
in Europe. The strategy is to export that
success into North America and Asia. The
U.S. market in particular is viewed as “a
massive growth opportunity for all of
our products, particularly GEM.”
Thermal Energy has also devised a

unique financing program called
Alternative Utility Delivery, in which
Thermal Energy builds, pays for and
operates its own heat recovery systems at
customers’ plants, with clients buying
the energy output.
Publicly traded since 1996 on the

TSX Venture Exchange, Thermal Energy
has 35 employees and about 20 inde-
pendent sales agents. The company stays
lean by outsourcing manufacturing of
FLU-ACE and Dry-Rex primarily to

Canadian fabricators typically in Canada.
Aside from the pulp and paper

industry, the company also focuses
heavily on the pharmaceutical and petro-
chemical industries, and counts such
clients as GlaxoSmithKline and British
Petroleum.
With the exception of GEM, growth at

Thermal Energy has been cyclical because
of the large capital nature of its offerings.
“A $5 million heat recovery system is
not something a pulp and paper customer
has typically budgeted for. We have a com-

plex and long sales
cycle, which has led to
revenue bumps up
and down.”
Still, last spring

The rma l Ene r g y
raised $15 million in
capital from large
New York, London and
Toronto investment
firms. The financing
was over-subscribed –
the company wa s
originally trying to
raise only $12 million.
The company also

recently launched a
joint venture company

in Southern China called Thermal Energy
International Inc. Guangzhou Ltd., to help
it enter that market and navigate the dif-
ferences in culture and business practices.
“This JV is really necessary to seamlessly
do business in China and administer
the value added tax,” Angus says.
In Europe, meanwhile, Thermal

Energy is learning tough lessons about
such things as employment law. Because
of the regulatory framework, for example,
it’s very expensive to do business in
France and Germany. In such countries,
it may be better to deal with distributors
rather than hiring reps, he says. Angus
admits the economic downturn has hurt,
with some clients pulling in their horns.
However, the company remains somewhat
recession-resistant by attracting other
clients who believe they need to invest
scarce capital in projects that will create

In 2008, EDC supported
215 environmental
exporters for a total value
of more than $400 million
and underwrote more than
$450 million in business
volume for the green tech-
nology sector. The services
EDC provided included
financing, bonding and
political risk insurance.
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and homeowners who have at least an
acre of property.
“I feel we have the best product in the

market, but the other major players
have been in the game much longer,”
says Endurance Wind Power CEO
Glenn Johnson.
What separates Endurance wind

turbines from its competitors? They’re
quieter with a less expensive cost per
kilowatt than most. What’s more, “our
turbine connects directly into the grid so
there’s direct energy capture from the
turbine to the grid.” Most competitors’
products require an invertor to make
the energy compatible to the grid. This
is an expensive part and is less efficient
than the induction generator in Endurance
turbines, Johnson says.
A new, second generation product

that Endurance is set to launch will
produce anywhere from 30 per cent to
50 per cent more energy capture than the
current model.
More than 80 per cent of

sales are in the United States,
something Johnson describes as
both great and disappointing.
The U.S. government recently
added a 30 per cent tax credit
on the kind of turbines that
Endurance manufactures. As
well, most U.S. states have a sub-
sidy program for wind power,
but that is lacking in Canada.
For example Oregon offers a
$22,500 rebate, equivalent to
56.3 per cent of the cost.
By contrast the best

Canadian program, in
Saskatchewan, covers a
maximum 25 per cent of
the total cost. As a result,
Canadian buyers usu-
ally pay substantially
more to buy the
Canadian-made
turbines – even

Endurance
Wind Power
When you think of wind turbines, giant
fan-like structures in remote areas usually
come to mind. They still exist, but
newer alternatives are bringing wind
power into cities and towns. In the early
2000s, the U.S. Department of Energy
gave a grant to three world-renowned
wind power engineers, and asked them
to create a wind turbine that could power
up large homes safely in urban areas.
Five years later, the three had worked

together to design a quiet, efficient and
reliable wind turbine: The Endurance
S250 wind turbine, a 5 kilowatt-rated
turbine that is typically housed in 105-foot
towers. It’s sold by Endurance Wind
Power, the startup company created in
2007 to manufacture and sell the product.
Manufacturing began last year at the

company’s South Surrey, British Columbia
plant. To date, more than 200 turbines
have been shipped at a cost of about
USD 40,000 each, and another 200 orders
are on tap. They’re selling across North
America to small businesses, farmers

thoughCanada has a somewhat better wind
resource that makes wind turbines more
feasible here than in many U.S. states.
The 20-employee company became

profitable in the fourth quarter of
2008. To meet demand in the United
States, it plans to do somemanufacturing
this year south of the border, where
the company already has a wind test
facility.
Because most of its business is in

the United States, EDC has become a big
piece of Endurance’s puzzle, Johnson
says. EDC is insuring a line of credit set up
with HSBC. The insurance reduces
HSBC’s risk and also gives Endurance
access to other EDC services, Johnson says.
The company has a North American

dealer network that is 40 per cent to
50 per cent established and should be
completed by the end of the year. “Until
I feel we’ve done a great job in North
America, have a solid customer base and
a first-class network, we won’t be looking
at other countries.”
Johnson is critical of Canadian export-

ers who rely on the exchange rate to
make a profit. “If you’re relying on an
exchange differential for you tomake your
numbers, then you really shouldn’t be

energy savings down
the line.

“We believe we’re
in a tremendous
growth industry with
very little market
penetration for our
technologies.” If

managed, prop-
erly, “the growth

prospects for the com-
pany are fantastic.”

www.thermalenergy.com
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As part of its new domestic mandate, in
June 2009 EDC provided a $750,000 guarantee
to HSBC Bank Canada for a $1.5 million loan
to Endurance Wind Power to support their
acquisition of Energie PGE.

http://www.thermalenergy.com
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EnerWorks
Solar energy can be used to heat hot water
just about anywhere in the world, says
Kathleen Barnard, Marketing Manager of
EnerWorks.
It doesn’t matter whether you live in

rainy Vancouver or sunny California – the
firm’s solar energy systems can help
consumers cut their hot water heating
costs by supplying solar energy at a cost
that is less than that of grid electricity.
That’s good news, given that an average
of 25 per cent of consumers’ home
utility bills goes towards hot water.
Similar to the way a hybrid car oper-

ates, the system uses sunlight for hot
water heating when it’s available and
switches to the homeowner’s conven-
tional power system when it’s not. The
technology was initially a product of

Queen’s University in Kingston, Ontario,
but was commercialized by Dorchester,
Ontario-based EnerWorks in 1999.
The technology has a few patents,

including a control on residential collectors
that prevents them from overheating or
stagnating if homeowners go on vacation.
At 110 pounds, almost any type of

roof can support the 4 x 8 foot collector
systems and they can be applied on new
or existing homes.
An installation for
a typical family of
four costs around
$7,000 and the sys-
tems can be attached
to any s tandard
North American hot
water tanks. How
fast the investment
pays off depends on
homeowners’ hot
water usage, utility
rate, the fuel that is
being offset and gov-
ernment incentives
or rebates that help
offset the initial cost,
Barnard says.
Business has been

propelled to a large
extent by major proj-
ects in the United
States, including a
recent saleof 640units
toNorth Carolina. In Canada, large instal-
lations have included a residential sub-
division in the energy-conscious community
of Okotoks, Alberta. The systems have also
been installed everywhere from hotels to
high schools.
Consumers also can buy the system. In

Canada, EnerWorks has an arrangement
with big-box retailer Home Depot.
However, “it’s not a do-it-yourself project.
It does require trained installers.”
EnerWorks has had a distribution

network in the United States for years and

in the exporting business. You have to
look at your business as if it’s a dollar
for dollar U.S. to Canadian and be
profitable that way. If there’s a windfall
there, that’s wonderful, but I don’t base
my business model “on it.”
With capital markets tightening up, only

the strong will survive in this type of
market, he says. Since it’s well-financed and
is producing turbines that are working in
the field, Johnson believes Endurance
will – well, endure.
“We can be very proud of what we’ve

accomplished to date in that every one of
our wind turbines is actually reducing
someone’s carbon footprint,” he says.
“I hope that we can get thousands of these
machines out in the marketplace.”

www.endurancewindpower.com

is looking to go farther afield into Mexico
and South America, once it completes
distributor arrangements.
“There’s absolutely no reason why

it’s not a viable, feasible renewable energy,”
Barnard says, noting that EnerWorks
even has a distributor in Alaska, hardly a
bastion of either warmth or sun.
The 35-employee company actually

had its best quarter ever late last year after
the economic down-
turn had started. She
attributes that success
to escalating utility
prices, people’s desire
to go green and gov-
ernment incentives
which have made res-
idential and large-
scale commercial
systems more eco-
nomically feasible.

EnerWorks will
ultimately move to
or build a larger facil-
ity that is triple the
size of its current
20,000 square feet
quarters. A produc-
tion facility south of
the border is also a
possibility, a move
that would put the
company closer to
some of its larger
markets and lessen
shipping time and

costs. The company is also investigating solar
products for everything from solar-assisted
heat pumps to solar cooling.
Barnard says 2008 sales were double

those of 2007. And she expects this year’s
sales to triple last year’s. “We’ve really
established relationships with a few key
partners,” she says. After that, “it’s just
exponential growth.” �

www.enerworks.com
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Surviving
the Downturn

Right after the U.S. housing bubble burst and people
started defaulting on their sub-prime mortgages in large
numbers, we started hearing the term “sub-primemortgage

crisis.” At some point this term got replaced by “credit crisis”
or “credit crunch.”
The current credit crunch, crisis, freeze – whatever you want

to call it – is something the world hasn’t witnessed before, at
least not on this scale.
Companies that need credit to survive are shutting down

and the number of bankruptcies is rising. Simply put, if banks
aren’t lending money or insurance companies aren’t taking
on risk, businesses are in trouble.
And the storm hasn’t subsided yet.
In January, to help the country get through this downturn,

the Government of Canada introduced measures to stimulate
spending and lending through a $43 billion stimulus package.
Increasing credit capacity is where EDC comes into play.
The Government gave EDCmore flexibility for the traditional

support it provides for Canada’s international trade activities.
And they’ve also tasked us, for the next two years, to apply our
expertise in insurance, financing and bonding, for Canadian
domestic business as well.
How will we do this? Primarily by partnering with existing

Canadian banks, financial institutions, insurance and surety
companies – to help them help you. Because Canadian
companies need to tap into all the financial resources available
to them.
By the end of June 2009, EDC had facilitated $38.4 billion

in trade and investment by Canadian companies, including
925 new customers. The amount of business is greater than at
the same time last year, the year when EDC undertook the most
business in its history.
And this barely takes into account our new domestic

transactions that are just now coming on stream.
What we saw over the course of the 2008was that, as conditions

grewmore challenging and risks increased, EDCwas neededmore.

We served a record number of customers – about 8,300.
We also supportedmore business than ever: $86 billion in exports
and investments to 184 countries including 145 emerging
markets – countries like India, China, Russia, Mexico and Brazil,
which show the most potential for growth, and are not currently
under as much stress the United States.
Andmake nomistake; there are opportunities out there, and

there are also a great deal of successful Canadian companies.
One of the reasons they’re successful is that they’re following

the opportunities and tapping into these emerging markets –
these companies are not sitting still and waiting for trade with
the United States to revive.
In fact, what we are seeing is that EDC’s customers are

diversifying their export markets at a greater pace than ever.
And these are the companies that will come out of the
downturn faster than their competitors.
Let’s face it, Canada’s international trade landscape has

changed. And it’s probably changed for good.�

International trade is absolutely critical to the health of
the Canadian economy – and access to credit is what
keeps trade flowing.

> In the following pages you will learn how EDC is
helping Canadian businesses survive the current economic
downturn. Here’s what you’ll find:

• Q&A with EDC CEO Eric Siegel
• Budget 2009:What the Government asked EDC to do
• How EDC is helping Canadian business here at home
• Tips for surviving the downturn
• The Surety Industry: How EDC can help more Canadian
businesses secure contracts in Canada and internationally

• An interview with marketing guru Arlene Dickinson
• Factoring:Another tool to help your cash flow

> Cover Story
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Q What’s the top concern you are
hearing from companies?

AThat credit isn’t flowing fast enough
despite the measures by Government,

EDC and BDC to get things moving. I
understand the pressure companies are
under and wish we couldmove things faster.
It takes time, we have to do this respon-
sibly, in a commercially sound way, and we
can only support companies that have a
solid business plan and are creditworthy.
Otherwise, we’d put our own financial
health at risk and limit our ability to
help companies now and in the future.

But now we have our processes in place
and we have formal agreements with pri-
vate sureties and insurers, and with BDC
and the banks on financing. We have
supported a number of multi-million
dollar deals already, and we have many
more under review. Credit is flowing
again, and will gradually move through
supply chains as companies pay suppliers.

Q Are EDC’s domestic powers
giving companies what they
really need?

AI believe they are. We talk to our
customers all the time and we

monitor their needs more formally
through surveys. So we know that
the credit crunch is hitting them hard and
they need financial solutions to get
through it. For example, one of our
recent customer surveys indicated that, for
75 per cent of them, the downturn is
having a highly negative impact on their
financial health, their international busi-
ness, and their ability to attract financing.
So the need for financial solutions such
as we are providing domestically and
internationally is greater than ever.

Q What advice do you have for
companies that are struggling
financially?

AMake sure you are well-informed about
all the financial resources that exist. Talk

to your bank, insurer and surety and ask
them if your business is using all the tools
available to you. Ask them if your business
qualifies for EDC or BDC support. If you
are already a customer of EDC, call us and
we’ll explain how we can help you.

An Interview with Eric Siegel,
EDC’s President and CEO

I also recommend that, as much as pos-
sible, companies plan for the recovery.
Normal sales volumes from your traditional
markets may never fully return, but the
recovery will come sooner, and faster, in
many places in the world. Canadian com-
panies that have diversified their business
into a number of international markets
have effectively hedged their risks of a
downturn in any individual market. More
companies need to follow this path.

Q How will this downturn affect
Canada over the long term?

AThere’s a harsh correction in play right
now, but I expect Canada to come out

of this quite strongly. Inevitably we’re going
to see some closures, some downsizing
and consolidation. That’s a terrible shock
to the people who lose their jobs and to
communities that lose strong and con-
tributing corporations. But we have to
look at all our underlying strengths to get
a sense of how Canada will emerge.

One of the most inspiring parts of my job
is that I get an inside look at companies’
extraordinary ideas and technologies
and highly original ways of bringing
them to market. Our Chief Economist
Peter Hall recently said that crisis is the
mother of transformation, and I fully
expect to see exceptional ideas for prod-
ucts, services and original ideas on how
to commercialize them come out of this
downturn.

Q Are Canada’s banks and insurers
pulling back support for
Canadian companies?

AObviously credit is tight everywhere and
our banks and insurers are some-

what constrained right now for reasons they
don’t control. But, as a whole, Canada’s
financial services companies make deci-
sions based on very sound riskmanagement
principles. They are strong, and they
operate under governance and regulations
put in place by the Government that
have very effectively preventedmost of the
problems we see in the financial services
sector elsewhere in the world.

And where they are constrained, EDC is
filling the gap. We are fully integrated with
Canada’s financial services sector – we are

adding to their capacity where we are
needed. We have always done a significant
percentage of our business in partnership
with private financial institutions, and the
domestic business the Government has
asked us to do is all going to be done in
partnership.

Q Will EDC continue to support
domestic transactions after the
downturn?

AThat’s a decision for the Government.
Our focus right now is on helping viable

Canadian companies to get past this
crunch and return to growth, and to do
so in amanner that leverages the strengths
we already have in our financial system in
Canada. The Government asked us to do
this for the next two years and I think that
it’s going to help Canadian companies pull
through this downturn more quickly and
in better shape to return to growth. �
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In simpler terms:
• Increasing our capital limit means the Government can inject more capital into EDC
if needed, allowing us to do more business.
• Raising our contingent liability means we can provide more loans and insurance
to help Canadian business.
• The Canada Account is used to support export deals which fall outside of EDC’s
capacity in somemeasure, but which the Government considers to be in the national
interest. EDC administers Canada Account transactions, but the risks are assumed
by the Government.
• Increasing the limit on the Canada Account means, for example, Canadian-based
auto suppliers could take advantage of an additional $700 million of accounts
receivable insurance advanced to EDC through the Canada Account.

What has EDC done with the capital injection of $350 million?
• First – this means the Government “invested” $350 million into EDC by
buying shares – they increased our share capital.
• This larger capital base strengthens our financial position and enables us,
for example, to go out and borrow more money on the open markets.
• This money was then used for financing, insurance and bonding services, prima-
rily for struggling sectors, and equates to about $1.5 billion in business generated
by Canadian exporters.

Budget 2009:
What the Government asked EDC to do

Budget 2009 introduced measures to secure Canada’s long-term growth and
prosperity in light of the current recession, including an important role for
EDC. The Government gave EDC:

• greater financial flexibility to help Canadian exporters and investors;
• a two-year temporary mandate to facilitate domestic business; and
• a capital injection of $350 million last November.

Here’s how this will help Canadian business through the economic downturn.

First, the Government gave EDC more financial flexibility by increasing:

> our paid-in capital limit to $3 billion;
> our contingent liability limit to $45 billion; and
> the limit on the Canada Account, which EDC administers on behalf of the Government, to $20 billion.
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Can I get a bailout from EDC?
> No. That’s not what the Government asked us to do.
> EDC only provides loans under commercial terms.

Then how can EDC help my business?
> If EDC reinsures a policy – your insurance provider is more likely
to give you insurance.

> If EDC guarantees a loan – your bank is more likely to lend you money.

What do I do to get this support?
> First: Is your company credit-worthy but having difficulty
accessing credit?

> Second: Do you have a viable business model?

Yes? Then:
> If you are an EDC customer, contact us.
> If not, contact your bank, surety company or insurance provider
or BDC if your annual sales are less than $50 million.

Second, the Government entrusted EDC to do more for
Canadian companies here at home:

> The Government “expanded our mandate” and gave us “new domestic powers”

What do EDC’s “domestic powers” mean?
• EDC’s mandate is to help Canadian companies trade or invest internationally.
• Under this mandate, there must be an international component to the business
we support.
• But with the “expansion” of our mandate, the Government temporarily, for two years,
gave EDC the authority to support your domestic business.

How is EDC providing support for domestic business?
• Primarily by partnering with Canada’s private sector banks, insurance and surety
companies.
• Why? Because this was the fastest way to get credit into the hands of Canadian
businesses that need it.

How is EDC partnering with Canada’s private financial institutions?
• EDC is adding capacity to the domestic market primarily by sharing the risk through
reinsurance and loan guarantees.

What do you mean by “add capacity” to the domestic market?
• Tight credit requirements have made it difficult for many banks, insurance or surety
companies to provide new insurance, loans or bonds.
• But if EDC can “reinsure” the insurance or bond, or guarantee the loan, we share
the risk and in doing so, give the private sector players the extra “capacity” to take
on more risk and continue to serve their customers.
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Domestic Bonding
Surety helps Canadian companies by
providing a guarantee that the work in a
given contract will be performed in the
manner set out in the contract. Surety is
most often used in the construction and
professional services industries.

What is EDC’s Role?
• EDC is providing re-insurance for surety
bonds.
• This helps to reduce the amount of
capital required by surety companies to
undertake new business.

What are the criteria?
• It must be a new deal – either the con-
tract was signed after March 12, 2009 or
an existing contract has not been
bonded.
• EDC will only back surety bonds related
to contract performance (i.e., advance-
and progress payments, performance,
labour and material).
• Domestic bids, reclamation, utility and
regulatory bonds will not be considered.

• Your company must be an existing
client of the surety that is seeking addi-
tional capacity from EDC.
• Private surety companies must be will-
ing to assume at least 50 per cent of the
risk before approaching EDC.
• EDC’s role is meant to be complemen-
tary and provide incremental capacity
to the current domestic market, so if
a company already has a surety bond
in place, themarket was able tomeet their
needs and therefore EDC isn’t needed.

Contract Guarantees Companies are
often required to provide letters of guar-
antee from their bank to secure a contract,
and the banks normally require collateral
as support.

This eats up a company’s credit limit
and can seriously impact their ability to
get other types of support, particularly
when credit is tight.

To help Canadian companies get through the recession, EDC can now provide
financing for domestic projects. EDC is also adding an extra $3 billion in finan-
cial capacity to the domestic market, which will allow private financial institu-
tions to do more for their customers and take on new business.

EDC is adding capacity to domestic financial institutions by providing:

• $1 billion in domestic credit by re-insuring contract guarantees
• $1 billion in domestic credit by re-insuring Canadian surety companies
• $1 billion in domestic credit by re-insuring credit insurance
• Domestic loans and loan guarantees with Canadian financial institutions

How EDC can help you here at home

What is EDC’s Role?
• EDC will work with Canada’s financial
institutions to provide additional credit
capacity by providing contract guarantees.
• This will then help the banks do more
transactions for their customers.
• With an EDC contract guarantee, which
offers 100% protection for the bank’s
exposure, the bank can forego the col-
lateral required to post a performance
guarantee.
• This then frees up a company’s credit
capacity and allows them to apply their
credit needs towards other activities.

What are the criteria?
• EDC will only consider new and incre-
mental business – we won’t support
existing guarantees.
• EDC will only consider bank guarantees
related to contract performance.
• The letter of guarantee must not replace
a surety bond where it was previously
required.
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Examples of
domestic deals
facilitated by EDC

Agnico-Eagle Mines
$60 million financing
$95 million bonding

International Electric Rigs
$4.2 million bank guarantees

Auto parts maker
Canadian General Tower
$7.5 million financing

Clearwater Seafood
$10 million financing

Autoparts maker
Wescast Industries
$30 million financing

Bus maker New Flyer Industries
$40 million financing

Autoparts maker Maxtech
$1.6 million financing

Oil and gas company
Superior Plus
$25 million financing

Domestic Insurance
EDC is collaborating with a number
of Canada’s private sector credit insurers:
Euler Hermes Canada, The Guarantee
Company of North America, AIG
Commercial Insurance Canada, Executive
Risk Insurance Services and Atradius, to
increase their financial capacity to support
Canadian and international business.

What is EDC’s Role?
• EDCwill provide reinsurance for domes-
tic receivables to Canada’s private credit
insurers, who will then access this capac-
ity to domore for their customers or take
on new business.
• Private insurers and EDC will share
the risk in transactions 50:50.
• EDC’s participation will not exceed
$1 million.

What are the criteria?
• EDC won’t provide domestic credit
insurance directly.
• Canadian companies and brokers must
go through their insurance providers.
• Your insurance provider or broker will
maintain their relationship with you.

Domestic Financing
EDC will provide domestic financing to
qualified Canadian companies, mostly
in the form of loans with or guarantees to
Canadian banks, so that our banks can
maintain or expand credit.
EDC is also partnering with the

Business Development Bank of Canada
(BDC) and Canada’s private sector finan-
cial institutions through the Business
Credit Availability Program (BCAP),
where we will collaborate to bring more
financing to the domestic market.

What is EDC’s Role?
• EDC provides guarantees to Canadian
companies’ banks through its Export
Guarantee Program (EGP).
• We provide guarantees on loans to
finance: work in progress and inventory
related to a specific or multiple export
contracts; on-going export-related
working capital needs; the purchase
of equipment or other expenses related
to export.
• We can now apply this EGP to domestic
business.

What are the criteria?
• EDC’s capacity will be available for the
most part through the banks.
• Banks will generally assume a larger
portion of the loan than EDC.
• Domestic financing applies primarily to
sectors where EDC has expertise such
as transportation, mining, resources,
light manufacturing, and information
technology.
• EDC won’t participate in equity for
domestic-oriented companies.
• Transactions in specialized sectors of
retail, wholesale, tourism, entertain-
ment and real estate are not eligible.
• Infrastructure financing, projects like
hospitals, schools and other social infra-
structure are not eligible, as they are
addressed by other federal and provin-
cial stimulus packages.
• However, they may still be eligible for
support under EDC’s bonding program.

For BCAP, how does EDC’s role differ
from BDC’s?
• Generally speaking, company size will
determine whether a direct domestic
financing transaction is handled by
EDC or BDC.
• BDC will serve companies with annual
sales/revenues of $50million or less, but
• EDC will serve its customers, regardless
of their size.

>

EDC domestic
support

$1billion
domestic surety credit
can support

$2 billion
in contracts for
Canadian companies

$1 billion
re-insurance capacity
helps credit insurers
provide

$4 billion
in transactions for
Canadian companies

For more information on EDC’s new
domestic powers, visit our web site at
www.edc.ca/newpowers

http://www.edc.ca/newpowers
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Tips for surviving the downturn

1 Call EDC – we’re coast to coast in
Canada and worldwide

• 90 employees located in 14 offices across Canada
• 15 representatives located in foreign markets
• Supported by Canada’s largest group of trade experts at our
head office in Ottawa

Tell us your situation and we’ll tell you what EDC and our
financial partners can do to help you. Submit an inquiry
online at www.edc.ca/contactinfo or call 1-800-267-8510

2 Focus your efforts for
maximum impact

In a recent survey of our customers, respondents said these
business activities were most important:

BUSINESS ACTIVITY % OF FIRMS

1. Increasing marketing and sales 73
2. Collecting payments from customers 69
3. Managing cash flow 67
4. Growing sales to foreign markets 65
5. Improving relationships with existing customers 60
6. Reducing costs 58
7. Increasing product innovation 48
8. Attracting or obtaining financing 46
9. Making investments in new technology 27
10. Making business acquisitions 10
11. Divesting lines of business 8

3 Increase marketing and sales
Our survey respondents believe a downturn is no time to pull back
on marketing and sales – if your current customers are declin-
ing, your prosperity depends on new sales. But you should
re-examine your plans to ensure every dollar is spent where it
will help you make the biggest gains. Marketing guru Arlene
Dickinson of Venture Communications and well-known for her
role on CBC TV’s Dragon’s Den has some advice on pp. 22-23.

4 Make sure you get paid
In that same survey, 46% of respondents felt the credit crisis was
impacting their customer’s ability to pay, and 69% said collecting
payments was in their top priorities. To increase the likelihood
of payment some companies:

• Offer prepayment discounts;
• Request deposits;
• Require credit checks on new customers; and
• Monitor overdue accounts and follow up promptly.

And credit insurance such as EDC’s Accounts Receivable
Insurance or the domestic credit insurance available from our
private insurance partners will cover your losses if you don’t
get paid.

5 Cash is king – secure financing
before you need It

Cash flow projections will alert your company to potential cash
shortfalls so you can seek out external financing to fill the gaps.
Banks are more likely to lend to you before you actually need
it. EDC can help you mobilize cash with:

• loans and lines of credit to foreign companies buying
from Canada;
• loans to help Canadian companies invest in projects or
operations abroad;
• guarantees to banks, making it easier for them lend and;
• equity financing, either directly to Canadian firms or
through private equity funds.

Also, EDC’s credit insurance not only protects firms against the
risk of non-payment, it also acts as security that increases their
borrowing power with their banks.
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Global Representation
Canadian Offices

Monterrey, Mexico

Rio de Janeiro, Brazil

Sao Paulo, Brazil

Mexico City, Mexico

Warsaw, Poland
Moscow, Russia

Beijing,
People’s Republic of China

Shanghai,
People’s Republic of China

New Delhi, India
Mumbai, India

Singapore, Malaysia

Lima, Peru

Abu Dhabi, UAE

Santiago, Chile

6 Go where the opportunities
are – emerging markets

Some emerging markets are still growing and others will be
coming out of the downturn much faster than the G-20.
EDC can help you find the opportunities with 15 repre-

sentatives building relationships with leading foreign compa-
nies and Canadian and foreign banks active in these markets.

Contact EDC’s International Representatives: www.edc.ca/
contactinfo or call 613-598-2500 or 1-800-267-8510.

7 No business is too small
to get help

Smaller companies are especially hard-hit by the downturn –
one wrong turn can be fatal. EDC has a team of small-business
specialists dedicated to helping smaller companies, and many
of our financing and insurance products are geared specifically
to the needs of small businesses. We can help you get paid, access
cash and get financing for your buyer among many things.
For information on how we can help your small business,

call 1-866-283-2957.
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8 You don’t have to be an
exporter to get EDC’s help

The Government has given us the authority to support your
business in Canada for the next two years. We are doing so
in partnership with your banks, insurance companies and
sureties. Through EDC guarantees and re-insurance, we are
increasing the capacity of private financial institutions to
support your business.

9 Banks aren’t the only source of
financing and credit

EDC, BDC, Canada’s private banks, credit insurers and sureties
are all working together to get credit flowing. EDC’s guaran-
tees and re-insurance are helping the banks, insurers and sureties
supportmore of your business, both in Canada and internationally.
And there are a number other financial services that can help
you, such as factoring which we explain on pp. 24-25.
Call us, tell us your situation and we’ll advise you on the

solutions available. Ask your financial institutions if you are
using all the resources available to you and if you are eligible
for EDC or BDC support.

10 Contact EDC
1-800-267-8510
www.edc.ca

EDC across Canada and around the world

http://www.edc.ca/contactinfo
http://www.edc.ca/contactinfo
http://www.edc.ca
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They’ve covered fireboats for the U.S.
Navy, the L.A. Kings’ hockey arena,
data processing for Australia’s national

railway, a Minnesota wastewater treat-
ment plant, and a new airport in Quito,
Ecuador, not to mention roads, bridges,
highways, hospitals and schools.
They are surety bonds – a third-party

guarantee that contracted work (mostly
infrastructure projects involving public
money) will be done correctly and on time.
“A surety bond is really just a piece of

paper that says that a third party will
cover the cost to fix a problem,” said Daniel
Primeau, EDC’s Chief Insurance Advisor.
A surety bond involves three parties: the
principal (the person or company doing
the work) who signs a contract with the
obligee (the person or company or gov-
ernment paying for the work), and a
surety company. If the principal can’t do
the work, the surety steps in to com-
plete the job. One of the simplest forms
of a surety bond is a parent co-signing a
car loan for a post-secondary student’s first
vehicle, said Primeau. If the student fails
to pay, the parent must back them up.
Surety bonds are mostly used in the

infrastructure sector, with 75 to 80 per cent
of bonds covering construction of roads,
highways, schools and other projects –
mostly publicly funded and amounting to
about $30 billion worth of contracts in
2007. The remaining 20 to 25 per cent of
surety bonds cover high-tech, software,
manufacturers, suppliers and services
like waste removal. But regardless of the
sector, when public monies are involved,
a bond is generally required.

The cost of a surety bond is, on aver-
age, one per cent of the contract value.
In Canada, they typically cover 50 per cent
of the contract value.
“Take a school,” explained Kirk

Anderson, EDC’s Director of Contract
Insurance and Bonding. When a school
board hires a contractor to build a school,
it usually sets September as the comple-
tion deadline. If something goes wrong
with the contractor, the board can’t sim-
ply get a refund – it must ensure, above
all, that the school is finished. “They
don’t just want their money back – they
want the school built,” Anderson said.
“The kids are waiting in September.”
With a surety bond in place, if the

contractor doesn’t complete the work,
the surety will step in and take action:
finish the job, hire a new contractor to
finish the job, fund the current contrac-
tor to finish the job or simply pay out
the obligee.
When exports are involved, EDC

often enters the picture as a fourth party,
sharing risk with the surety. EDC has
been backing up surety companies
since May 1993 when its first Surety
Reinsurance Agreement was signed.
EDC does not issue surety bonds itself,
but by partnering with surety compa-
nies and backing them up, they increase
sureties’ capacity in the marketplace.
And what EDC has been doing for

exporters, it can now do for the domes-
tic surety business, with its new temporary,
two-year powers under the federal
Government’s economic stimulus plan.
The Government asked EDC to offer

domestic surety reinsurance because of its
expertise in risk mitigation and financing
of international projects, as well as its exten-
sive connections in the surety business.
EDC expects to facilitate up to $1 billion
in domestic surety credit in 2009, which
could support up to $2 billion in
contracts for Canadian companies.
“The Canadian surety industry as

a whole is very strong and we’re not
coming in to bail anybody out,” Anderson
said. “But with our help, together we
increase the amount of surety credit
available.”
Canada has about 18 surety companies

and EDC has surety reinsurance agree-
ments with 9 of the 12 who handle
exports. In 2000, EDC’s surety support

Surety bonds:
Getting the job done
BY KATHRYN YOUNG

18 Canadian
surety companies

9 EDC has surety
reinsurance agreements
with 9 of the 12 who
handle exports

In 2000 EDC’s
surety support helped
28 customers on
92 bonds

In 2008 EDC’s
surety support increased
to 113 customers on
880 bonds

With its expanded mandate, EDC is partnering with private surety
companies through surety reinsurance agreements to increase the sureties’
capacity in the marketplace, and help more Canadian businesses secure
contracts in Canada and internationally.

> Cover Story: Surviv ing the Downturn
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helped 28 customers on 92 bonds.
By 2008, those numbers had increased to
113 customers on 880 bonds.

Ace Group has specialized in non-
construction bonds since the mid-1980s.
“We do everything else but construc-
tion,” said Alex Samarze, Ace’s surety bond
manager. “That’s our particular niche and
nobody else in Canada really does that.”
Half of Ace’s business is domestic,

while the export half is primarily in the
U.S., with a smattering of bonds issued
in Asia, Latin America, and Europe.
EDC has a “fronting” arrangement with
Ace: when small and medium-sized
enterprises can’t get a surety bond and
risk losing a contract, they approach
EDC. After due diligence confirms the
deal is sound, EDC asks Ace to issue a
surety bond, and EDCbacks the bondwith
100 per cent reinsurance.
“These were cast-offs from the

Canadian marketplace,” said Anderson.
“Surety is a very much an ‘in your neigh-
bourhood’ type of business.” If most of
your business is in Canada, you’ll have
trouble getting a surety bond for exports.
Other challenges for SMEs are if the con-
tract is a non-traditional area for sureties,
or their size or market is unusual.
“We’re able to help many Canadian

exporters where they usually can’t get
assistance and in a modest Canadian
way, I feel good about that,” said Samarze,
an 18-year surety business veteran.
Meanwhile, the Australian national

railway contract in the early 1990s helped
launch EDC’s relationship with Travelers
Guarantee Company of Canada – one of
the largest sureties in North America,
explained Travelers President George
Petropoulos. Travelers’ niche is mid- to
large-sized construction companies build-
ing roads, bridges, schools and hospitals,
with five to 10 per cent exports, primarily
to the U.S. but some in Australia, the
Caribbean and South America.

“They’ve been a good partner,”
Petropoulos said, adding that his company
has used not only EDC’s surety reinsurance
program, but also its advice on operating
in international markets and technical
advice for evaluating surety bond risk.
Graham Group Ltd, an employee-

owned general contractor construction
company based in Calgary, with about
10 per cent of its operations in the U.S.,
has used Travelers for its surety bonds
for many years. EDC has backed projects
such as the construction of several buildings

and structures for a new wastewater treat-
ment plant in Willmar, Minnesota.
“Essentially EDC is bringing addi-

tional capacity in respect to our U.S.
operations,” explained DianaMacGibbon,
Graham’s director of counterparty risk.
This added capacity from EDC is now

available to exporters and non-exporters
for their bonding needs in Canada. �

Surety bonds are used primarily in infrastructure projects such as building a highway or a school, as a guarantee
that the work will be done properly and on time. Under the Government’s economic stimulus plan, EDC can now do
for the domestic surety business what it has traditionally done for Canadian exporters.
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EDC expects to facilitate
up to $1 billion in domestic
surety credit in 2009, which
could support up to $2 billion
in contracts for Canadian
companies.

http://www.edc.ca/bonding
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Invest in marketing during a downturn
An interview with marketing guru Arlene Dickinson

ExportWise: Venture Communications
provides marketing and advertising to
several major Canadian firms. Are these
and other large Canadian companies
cutting back on their marketing activities
in response to the global recession?

Dickinson: The amount that a company
spends on marketing is often linked to
sales, and as sales decline, marketing
dollars can shrink accordingly. With the
downturn, marketing efforts, in particu-
lar advertising spending, have slowed
all across the country, although the size
of the cutbacks does depend on the
company’s sector.

Marketing budgets that are directly
linked to sales can put firms into a major
tailspin when sales are falling, and that’s
not a desirable outcome for any organi-
zation. However, many of our clients are
cautiously optimistic that they can work
through our current economic prob-
lems without significant cuts to their
marketing efforts. But they’re also
taking a serious look at those efforts and
thinking about where they might reduce
their spending. Businesses are tending to
focus on their advertising budgets, for
example, to find some savings.

EW: How deep are these strategic cutbacks
when compared to those of earlier downturns?

Dickinson:There are a lot of studies about
how marketing has reacted to economic
woes during the past century, and they show
clearly that marketing spending does fall
during tough times. As for the present sit-
uation, it’s certainly very bad. But it’s by no
means certain that things are worse than
they’ve sometimes been in times past.

EW: Is it a good idea for a company,
large or small, to reduce its national and
international marketing activities during
hard times?

Dickinson:There is a great deal of evidence
that points to the contrary. Firms that invest
in marketing throughout a downturn
not only fare better than their competi-
tors during it, but also in the years after-
ward, when the economy starts to recover.
The question is less about reducing

spending than it is about making spend-
ing more strategic, so that your dollars
deliver the marketing benefits your busi-
ness needs. Too many people think of
marketing only in terms of sales efforts,
rather than as a crucial element of their
business’s operations. So my advice, to
anyone who needs to scale back their
marketing efforts in response to falling
sales, is to develop a new strategicmarketing
platform before you start cutting. Don’t
approach the situation tactically, because
that can be very counterproductive.
If you’re going to make money, mar-

keting really has to be at the heart of every-
thing you do. You can’t put it into a
sales support silo, for example, and just
leave it there. Marketing is how you com-
municate to the marketplace that you’re
in business, and how you tell your inter-
nal stakeholders what you need from
them and what you want them to do.
Marketing is a strategic business enabler,
not a collection of sales tactics.

So says Arlene Dickinson, one of
Canada’s most successful marketing
communications entrepreneurs and

the only female member of the Dragons’
Den, where aspiring entrepreneurs pitch
their business concepts and products.
And there’s a reason they call it the
Dragons’ Den – because the Dragons
are ruthless and Dickinson, no less so.
Dickinson built her company, Venture

Communications, into a major player in
the marketing industry, with clients that
includeWestern Canada Lotteries, Toyota
(Prairies), Unilever, EnCana and Forzani
Group Ltd. Dickinson’s talent has brought
hermany honours including: PROFIT and
Chatelaine magazine’s TOP 100 Women
Business Owners; the Pinnacle Award
for Entrepreneurial Excellence; Global
TelevisionWoman of Vision; and Canada’s
Most Powerful Women: Top 100. Venture
itself has been recognized for three con-
secutive years as one of Canada’s 50 Best
Managed Companies.

Exportwise spoke with Ms. Dickinson
about how Canadian companies should
manage their marketing efforts during
the current downturn.

“Anybody can do well in a booming economy,
but it takes a really smart and careful business
person to prosper during an economic slump.”
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EW: Conversely, what positive measures can
a small firm take to ensure that its interna-
tional marketing efforts will succeed?

Dickinson: Succeeding in your own back
yard is fundamental. Before you venture
abroad, make sure you are functioning at
a high level locally, in a market you know
and deeply understand. I find that smaller
companies can be too easily distracted by
the size of international markets, when
they should be concentrating on growing
domestically and on learning how toman-
age their business really well at home.
Once they’ve done that, then it can be time
to consider expanding internationally.

EW: It’s been said that Canadian
entrepreneurs are too averse to risk,
especially when it comes to doing business
abroad. Why is this?

Dickinson: Canadian companies, even
entrepreneurial ones, can be distinctly
uncomfortable with risk. We’ve seen
some of the more risk-friendly Canadian
entrepreneurs go into the American or
other foreign markets, and struggle to
survive there because they didn’t go in with
the right strategies. These examples can
make less venturesome companies decide
that foreign markets really aren’t worth
the risk. And when you add in the eco-
nomic downturn, the appetite for taking
chances becomes very small indeed.
But as we see from what’s happened

in the U.S., there’s definitely a place for
being averse to risk. This is where I think
the caution and good sense of Canadian
entrepreneurs can stand them in good
stead, because these traits keep them
mindful of business fundamentals.
Anybody can do well in a booming econ-
omy, but it takes a really smart and care-
ful business person to prosper during
an economic slump.

EW: What is the most important marketing
advice you’d give a small to medium-sized
company that wants to expand into
international markets?

Dickinson: Ensure that your internal
stakeholders understand your business
model and that your international mar-
keting strategy lines up with that business
model. Then ensure that everybody stays
with that strategy all the time. I cannot
overemphasize how important it is to
keep those things together, because
they’re critical to success in the interna-
tional marketplace.
You also won’t do well unless youmake

sure that your brand is well expressed and

EW: If companies do cut back unwisely on their
marketing, what will likely happen to them?

Dickinson: If you cut back so much that
you become invisible in the marketplace,
you’ll find that regaining your market
position will be much more difficult than
you expected, even when better times
return. You’re far better off to ensure that
your marketing efforts stay responsive to
the market and are accountable to the
company – you can’t just vanish for a cou-
ple of years and hope that when you do
return to the marketplace, everybody will
immediately remember you. They won’t,
and you’ll need a long time to rebuild
their trust and loyalty.

EW: When marketing cutbacks are
unavoidable, what can a company do to
minimize their negative effects?

Dickinson:Make sure that your marketing
strategy is extremely well thought out and
is accountable to your business metrics.
Your strategic platform should allow sen-
ior executives to obtain quantifiable met-
rics about the return on investment they
get for each marketing dollar. Marketing
is a strategic business enabler and belongs
at the senior executive level. You should
not leave it off by itself in some isolated
corner of your organizational structure.
Senior executives who see marketing

as an expense to be cut, rather than as an
investment to be nurtured, are looking at
it the wrong way. Companies should think
of their marketing firms as strategic part-
ners, not as tactical deliverers or cost cen-
tres. As for a company’s marketing firm, it
must have a thorough understanding of
the company’s business model and be
able to devise strategies that preserve or
increase its market share. It must also
ensure that themoney the company invests
in marketing does in fact generate the
returns the business needs.

EW: When smaller firms are trying to get a
foothold in international markets, what are
their most serious marketing mistakes and
how can they avoid them?

Dickinson: A mistake is believing that a
marketing campaign developed for the
Canadianmarket will necessarily work else-
where. Another is trying to adjust your cam-
paign to a foreign market without using
local expertise and knowledge. You have
to understand the sensibilities of the tar-
get market to make your marketing res-
onate there, and it’s been my experience
that using local market experts is a very
good way to achieve this.

understood — just pushing out market-
ing materials won’t work if you have no
strategy, or if the one you do have isn’t
clearly thought through. People so often
want to act tactically and rush right into
their marketing campaigns, but they
should refuse that temptation and take the
time to do things right.
All that said, I have enormous confi-

dence in Canadian entrepreneurs. In
fact, in my opinion, the global economy
could use more of a Canadian approach.
Business is about managing your risks
well, and I think there are some amazing
Canadian companies that will thrive in
this difficult period. And I believe that if
we support those companies and their
people, we will be doing an enormous
amount to help our economy recover.�

Marketing advice
fromArlene Dickinson
1 Marketing must be at the

heart of everything you do
2 Think of your marketing

firm as a strategic partner,
not a cost centre

3 A marketing strategy must
be accountable to business
metrics

4 Your brand must be well
expressed and understood

5 Don’t push out marketing
materials without a strategy

6 Stay with the strategy at
all times

7 If you can, invest in market-
ing throughout a downturn

8 If you must scale back
marketing, develop a new
strategic marketing platform
before you start cutting

9 Before venturing abroad,
make sure you’re doing
well locally

10 Don’t assume a campaign
developed for the Canadian
market will work elsewhere

EDC is proud to sponsor the CBC’s
business reality series Dragons’ Den.
www.cbc.ca/dragonsden

http://www.cbc.ca/dragonsden
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When Alain Côté wanted to expand his small Quebec-based
apparel business into the United States, and ensure he
got paid for his efforts, he found his solution with Coface

Credit Management Canada – a factoring company.
Factoring is a valuable way for Canadian exporters to raise

money needed for expansion or just to stabilize their cash flow.
At its simplest, factoring companies buy an exporter’s invoices
or accounts receivable in return for immediate cash, after the
factor has checked that the buyer is financially sound. The
exporter client doesn’t have to wait 30, 60 or even 90 days to
get paid – once he ships, he gets paid. The factor then collects
the payment from the buyer.
“It really helped us in getting into the United States, in mak-

ing the deal,” explained Côté, Chief Executive Officer of
Jenexus Canada and owner with his wife, Manon Barabé.
After they set up their American company, Rambla Marketing,
Coface facilitated their factoring agreements with buyers.
“Once you ship goods to somebody who doesn’t pay their bills
it can be very painful. The advantages of working with Coface
is they’ll tell you if a customer is good or not, if they pay bills
on time or not.”
Although factoring offers benefits to domestic and export

businesses alike, it’s particularly attractive for exporters who nat-
urally have more trouble determining who the good buyers are
and collecting from them in other countries, thus dodging the
challenges of distance and cultural differences. Yet factoring is
not well known, said Daniel Primeau, EDCChief Insurance Advisor.
“Exporters need to know more,” said Primeau. “In Europe,

it is very much standard practice, more so than here.”

EDC’s role in export factoring
When factors buy receivables, they take on that risk of non-
payment. “We offer credit insurance to the factor, thus helping
Canadian exporters. We help companies that help exporters,”
said Primeau. “It’s a three-way dance and it’s surprisingly
efficient, effective and gets cash in the hands of customers.”
EDC has agreements with 19 factors, suggesting that about

one-third of Canadian factors deal with exports. Through
those agreements, EDC supported 52 exporters, doing business
worth Cdn $130 million, in 2008.

ExportEase, for example, is a joint Accord-EDC product used
by about seven per cent of Accord’s clients, mainly for exports
to the United States. On behalf of the client, Accord gets trade
references, qualifies the account, collects the accounts receiv-
able, and manages the credit guarantees through EDC.
In 2007, 59 Canadian companies offered factoring services,

both domestic and export, and they handled $4.9 billion in
volume of business. Mark Perna, President of Accord Business
Credit Inc., estimated about 10 per cent of that total is exports.
Coface, Accord Financial Corp. and NatExport (the factoring

arm of National Bank) are the bigger players, with a multitude
of smaller, regional factors, and other financial companies and
banks offering factoring services.
“It’s really an industry that’s been around for many, many

years and has gone through some ups and downs,” said Coface
Vice-President Gordon Singer, in the factoring business since
1975. In the mid-1980s, almost every Canadian bank had a
factoring operation, but now there are few around.
Unfortunately, factors earned a bad reputation in the

1980s when they were seen as propping up faltering garment
companies. Singer said that stigma is still out there, although
factors want clients that are growing fast – too fast for banks to
handle – and need the money they get from selling accounts
receivable to finance their growth and take on bigger customers.
“There’s a definite need for what we do here in this coun-

try and we expect to grow rapidly,” said Singer.
Perna explained the two types of factors. The first type

operates as an accounts receivable outsource, like the credit and
collections department, without advancing money to the
exporter. There’s one important difference from a credit
agency, however: the factor will guarantee the credit-worthiness
of the client’s buyers. The factor receives a percentage of sales
as its fee, ranging from two per cent for smaller clients to under
one per cent for the largest.
The second type provides financing (of varying amounts

depending upon the factor) to its clients through buying an ongo-
ing stream of accounts receivable, with fees ranging from
0.75 per cent to 2.5 per cent of sales, Perna said.
There are two other important differences between factors,

added Christian Turenne, who recently joined EDC as

Factoring
a Perfect Solution BY KATHRYN YOUNG

In this current environment when credit is difficult to access, factoring is
another tool that can help a company stabilize its cash flow.

> Cover Story: Surviv ing the Downturn
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financing manager for Quebec but spent 10 years at NatExport.
With non-recourse factoring, the factor backs the buyer and
agrees to collect payment from him, thus taking on the risk of
non-payment. If the buyer doesn’t pay or goes bust, it’s the fac-
tor’s problem. With full recourse factoring, the factor doesn’t
take on that risk: if the buyer goes bust, it’s the seller’s problem.
Turenne also said an advantage with some non-recourse fac-

toring is that it allows the seller to get the liquidity [cash] he
needs without increasing the debt level on his balance sheet.
“It’s really like a turnkey package for exporters,” Perna said.

One client who sells leather and sheepskin coats to the United
States, for example, didn’t want to manage collections or
credit references. “It’s helped them grow their business.”
Turenne said factoring is growing worldwide for two reasons:

big buyers are asking for more and more time to pay, and more
buyers want open account terms, rather than lines of credit.
Factoring solves those challenges.
“An exporter (who intends to factor his receivables) can say

to a buyer somewhere in Bulgaria ‘I’ll take your contract, plus
I’ll give you 60 days to pay,’” said Turenne. “Marketing-wise
it’s the preferred solution.” The exporter gets the contract over
a competitor asking for a letter of credit, avoids the risk of
non-payment and gets paid immediately.
In today’s economic downturn, small andmedium-sized enter-

prises (SMEs) find it tougher to get banks to increase existing
lines of credit, and more difficult to arrange new loans as banks
ratchet up their loan standards. So, growing SMEs are taking
their business to factors.
“When credit is a bit tough to access, it (factoring) could be

more and more of a solution,” said Turenne. “In this current
environment, it could be survival.” �

EDC & factoring

1/3
Canadian factors deal
with exports

19
EDC agreements with
Canadian factors

52
exporters supported for

$130 million
worth of business in 2008

For more information
Accord Business Credit Inc. Along with Accord Business Credit Inc. EDC
offers Export Ease, an all-inclusive package that combines the receivables
management expertise of Accord with our accounts receivable insurance
services. Contact Accord at 1-800-967-0015.

BMO - Bank of Montreal BMO’s receivable purchasing solution, backed
by an EDC policy, is a tool that allows you to finance your company’s growth
while outsourcing tasks related to managing foreign risks as well as receiv-
able monitoring and collection activities. For additional information, call
BMO at 514-282-5938 or visit them online.

BNP Paribas SAWe insure foreign receivables factored by BNP Paribas
(Canada). For more information, call 514-285-2935, or 514-285-6110.

Brome Financial Corporation Brome Financial Corporation offers the
Brome Accounts Receivable Policy, an all-inclusive package that combines
their receivables management expertise with our accounts receivable
insurance services. Contact Brome at 1-888-878-9485.

Desjardins Commercial business members can increase their working
capital when they purchase a foreign receivables factoring service offered by
Desjardins and insured by us. Contact your Desjardins Business Centre for
details, or call 1-800-508-2874.

Exportbank EDC customers can approach Exportbank for factoring of
receivables. Exportbank will take over your receivables and pay you today,
freeing up your capital and giving you the cash-flow you need to run
your business. It’s fast, easy, and tax-deductible. Call Exportbank at
1-800-249-6284.

HSBCWith the support of EDC insurance, provides a trade invoice
non-recourse financing facility aimed at business clients, to enhance
their ability to grow their international export sales, obtain quicker access
to working capital and liquidity through their own receivables base.
Contact the nearest HSBC branch or local relationship manager for details.

Jebco International Corporation Along with Jebco International
Corporation, EDC offers the Jebco Accounts Receivable Policy, an all-
inclusive package that combines their receivables management expertise
with EDC’s accounts receivable insurance services. Contact Jebco at
514-341-9788.

Maple Trade Finance EDC customers can increase their cash flow by
factoring their EDC-insured foreign invoices to Maple Trade Finance. For
more information on this invoice discounting program, call 902-444-5566.

Montcap Financial Corporation Export Ease Plus adds factoring
or export receivables discounting to the Export Ease program between
Accord Business Credit Inc. and us. For more details, contact Montcap
at 1-800-231-2977.

National Bank of Canada EDC has an insurance policy with NatExport
(the factoring facility of the National Bank of Canada) under which all of the
accounts receivables discounted or factored by NatExport are insured.
Contact your local National Bank of Canada Account Manager for details.

> For more information, visit www.edc.ca/factoring

http://www.edc.ca/factoring
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India: Reliance Communications Limited

With its robust economy and expand-
ing middle class, India is home to
a growing customer base for state-

of-the-art telecommunications services. In
this highly competitive and value-driven
marketplace, Reliance Communications
Limited leads the way in providing a
range of offerings, from wireless tele-
phone and broadband to cable and satel-
lite digital television. Focused on growing
its business on the subcontinent and
around the globe, Reliance provides an
excellent opportunity for Canadian
wireless technology companies.
“By broadening Reliance’s knowledge

of Canadian companies, we can help
them increase their base of Canadian
suppliers,” says Paul Day, EDC’s Vice-
President, Information&Communications
Technology.
“This type of matchmaking event

is a format we have used successfully
before to introduce medium and smaller
Canadian companies to foreign buyers –
companies that would otherwise have
difficulty meeting Reliance procurement
representatives face-to-face.”

As part of Reliance’s global procure-
ment strategy, Anil Nahata, Reliance’s
Vice-President of Electronics Procurement
and some of his colleagues visited Canada
this past November for a matchmaking
event organized by EDC. While in Ottawa
and Mississauga, Ont., Nahata met with
130 information technology companies,
50 of whichmet one-on-one with Reliance
executive to promote their products and
services directly.
“One of the key things you will find in

India is a very aware and demanding
consumer,” says Nahata. “As such, anybody
who’s trying to sell to India must bring a
lot of flexibility to their approach to
doing business and be able to meet the
affordability levels that exist today.”

Growing market, expanding
opportunities
The Reliance Anil Dhirubhai Ambani
Group is one of India’s leading private sec-
tor conglomerates with net assets in
excess of USD 29 billion and a net worth
of USD 13 billion. The company has
more than 100 million customers in
India across its five main business areas:
energy infrastructure, mobile communi-
cations, ground transportation, media/
entertainment and financial services.
Based in Navi Mumbai, Reliance

Communications is the flagship of its
parent conglomerate, with 73 million
wireless subscribers and 1.5 million direct-
to-home (DTH) satellite TV customers.
Since laying 60,000 kilometres of fibre
optic cabling across India in 2002, the
young company has grown considerably

and made a name for itself as a major
player in Asia and around the world.
In addition to its wireless telephone

offerings, Reliance also provides digital
cable and satellite television, interna-
tional long distance plans for retail
consumers around the world and a global
network of undersea cabling that spans
four continents and connects Asia,
Europe, the Middle East and the United
States. It currently owns and operates
the world’s largest next generation
IP enabled connectivity infrastructure,
comprising over 175,000 kilometres
of fibre optic cable systems in India,
U.S., Europe, Middle East and the
Asia Pacific region.
The core of the company’s business,

however, is its wireless service, which has
proven very popular in India, gaining

BY BRUCE GILLESPIE

Indian conglomerate Reliance Communications has a global procurement strategy to find the best technologies at
the best price. By working closely with Reliance, EDC has gained access to the company’s local intelligence and net-
works and understand the needs that can be filled by Canadian manufacturers and exporters.
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about three million new customers
each month after the launch of its
GSM services. Even in a country with a
population approaching 1.2 billion; no
small feat considering the
highly competitive nature
of the marketplace.
As an example, Nahata

says the cost of a typical
cable television package
in India is the equivalent
of $6 a month for 200
channels. “It’s a very value-
conscious marketplace
where consumers aren’t
willing to compromise on
functionality or services,”
he says.
In order to provide

affordable, quality serv-
ices, Reliance has a global
procurement strategy to
find the best technolo-
gies and products at the best rates. The
focus presently is on tools and technologies
that can help with automating business
processes, more efficient utilization of
networks and reducing operating expenses
particularly on power consumption and
bringing in new applications and services.
With the recent launch of GSM wireless
services and the likely introduction of 3G
and WiMAX services in the near future,
there appear to be many possibilities for
Canadian companies with experience in
those areas.

Strategic market
EDC has worked with Reliance since
2004, when it financed a landmark trans-
action between the company and a lead-
ing telecommunication network provider
in Canada.

Peter Nesbitt, EDC’s Regional Vice
President for Asia says that by working
closely with Reliance, EDC gains access to
the company’s local intelligence and net-
works and can better understand the
needs that could be filled by Canadian
manufacturers and exporters. “Working
with Reliance is a great opportunity for
Canadian suppliers to gain a stronghold
in India and further other channels in
southeast Asia and even with Europe

and the United States, where the Indian
corporates do a lot of a business,” he says.
“India’s consumption level is growing,

and with 6 per cent growth per year, it
has one of the fastest-
growingmiddle classes in
the world, and its indus-
tries are also growing
quickly with all of the
research and develop-
ment invested in that
country,” he explains.
Nahata says his trip

to Canada was very help-
ful. “Having the oppor-
tunity to explore a vast
number of Canadian
companies that would
not have been accessi-
ble in India was a good
opportunity for us.Many
smaller companies find
it difficult to travel halfway

around the world,” he says.
Rajiv Pancholy, chairman and CEO of

TenXc Wireless Inc., a seven-year-old
telecom infrastructure company based in
Ottawa, has seen firsthand the opportu-
nities that exist in working with Reliance.
“It’s been all around a very rewarding expe-
rience for us,” he says of the companies’
two-year relationship. “We found Reliance
to be quick to understand new tech-
nologies and rapidly turn them into a
competitive advantage.”
TenXc produces special antennas

typically seen on cellular telephone tow-
ers that effectively allow service providers
to expand their network capacity by a fac-
tor of two. In other words, the technology
allows wireless providers to double the
number of customers they can service with
the allotment of spectrum, or airwaves,
they buy from the government. In a
densely populated market like India,
that is a huge advantage, as spectrum is
finite and costly.
Pancholy says he was impressed with

how quickly Reliance moved once they
understood the promise of TenXc’s prod-
ucts. He first met some of the company’s
representatives during a presentation he
made at a seminar organized by the
Cellular Operators Association of India.

CLICK . . .
> pday@edc.ca
> pnesbitt@edc.ca
> www.rcom.co.in

Shortly thereafter, the companies entered
into discussions in the second half of 2007,
which resulted in Reliance ordering two
field trials of TenXc’s antennas to be
conducted before the end of the year. Just
a few months later, Reliance entered
into a procurement deal with the company.
Nahata says Reliance understands

that a lot of technological innovation
happens at small companies. “It’s always
good to look at them and see what some
of the big guys are not able or willing to
do that the small guys will,” he says.
Looking ahead, Nahata says that

although India will undoubtedly feel the
effects of the global economic down-
turn to some extent, he doesn’t expect
them to be as pronounced as they will be
in North America. “Growth will continue
to happen in the Indian market,” he
says. “In terms of our outlook, I think peo-
ple will be more conservative in their
spending and seeking value much more
than before. But all in all, I think India,
and Reliance along with it, will continue
to grow.”
The best way for Canadian companies

to learn more about Reliance’s ongoing
procurement needs, says Nahata, is to con-
tact EDC’s Information & Communication
Technology (ICT) Team, which can help
coordinate and get the initial information
and introductions started. �

“We have been impressed
with a lot of promising
candidates from the com-
panies we have met, and
we plan to engage with
them over the next few
weeks and months to see
if their solutions will meet
our requirements. The ini-
tiative from EDC has been
extremely helpful.”

Anil Nahata
Reliance Communications
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W
hile the GCC has not been exempt from the recent challenges
– Dubai has been hit particularly hard and somemajor construction
initiatives in the region have been cancelled or delayed – there
are still many significant infrastructure and construction needs
in the region. The United Arab Emirates (UAE) and the
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia alone, have between $214 billion
and $411 billion worth of planned construction projects.

“Canadian firms have acquired an excellent reputation in the GCC,” says
Françoise Faverjon-Fortin, EDC Vice-President for Infrastructure and Environment.
Many have been involved in major UAE developments at various stages, from urban
planning to design engineering and project management.
“That foothold could prove to be a big advantage,” adds Faverjon-Fortin,

“especially now that the economic slowdown has forced delays or cancellations of many
residential and commercial projects, and competition to supply the remaining
few is heating up, particularly in traditional export markets such as the United States
and Europe.”
Construction is one of the key drivers of the Canadian economy. The industry rep-

resents about 12 per cent of Canadian GDP.
The range of these exports is extensive, including any good or service targeting

the residential, commercial, institutional and public works sectors. Canadian suppliers

GCC: Infrastructure Development
Opportunities

Despite tough economic times,
developers in the Gulf Cooperation
Council are pursuing major construction
and infrastructure projects that could
provide opportunities for many
Canadian exporters.

< Many Canadian construction companies are already present in the Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) and many
more are aggressively pursuing opportunities in the region. EDC led a trade mission to the GCC late in 2008 in order
to introduce more Canadian companies to major buyers of infrastructure services.

BY PETER DIEKMEYER
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are renowned for their superior operational
methods, particularly in the increasingly
important area of sustainable development.
Late in 2008, EDC led a trade mission

to the GCC in order to introduce Canadian
companies with internationally recognized
expertise in the infrastructure and con-
struction sectors to buyers in the region.
“The goal of the mission was to

connect the many supplier needs of the
GCC’s infrastructure projects with Canadian
construction companies, who are among
the very best in the world in this sector,”
says Faverjon-Fortin. “Canadian con-
struction companies are already present
in the region, and many more are aggres-
sively pursuing opportunities here, bring-
ing much needed capacity and expertise
to the GCC.”
Two companies in particular, UAE-based

Aldar Properties and construction giant
Saudi Oger, have massive projects under-
way which could mean significant oppor-
tunities for many of the goods and services
provided by Canadian infrastructure and
construction sector suppliers.

Aldar Properties
Aldar Properties PJSC is Abu Dhabi’s
leading property development, manage-
ment and investment company. It listed
on the Abu Dhabi Securities market in
2004. Aldar was established to support
the region’s infrastructure through the
creation of high quality, attractive and
sustainable communities equipped with
residential, commercial, retail, leisure, hos-
pitality, education and medical facilities.
“Despite a general turn down across

the property sector Aldar is better placed
than most in the industry and whilst
some rescheduling and re-planning has
taken place there has been little impact
on the existing portfolio,” says Andrew
Ferrier, Head of Central Procurement for
UAE-based Aldar Properties.
The company controls the jurisdiction’s

largest land holdings, over 50 million
square meters, almost all of which are
earmarked for specific developments,
and USD 72 billion worth of projects have

already been announced, including
the Al Raha Beach Development, the
Yas Island, Central Market, Nareel Island,
and many others.
In late 2008, EDC announced that it

would provide USD 100 million worth of
financing to Aldar, for projects where
Canadian supply is present.
“With its current project pipeline

Aldar is expected to have a 45 per cent
share of the Abu Dhabi real estate
market,” said Jean-Francois Croft,
EDC’s Chief Representative for the GCC
and Yemen. “Better still, the nature of
those projects is particularly well suited
for Canada’s world class construction
companies.”
“There are significant opportunities

available for Canadian companies,” says
Ferrier. “We are working on several large
projects. For example, we are simply not
building individual developments but
effectively building complete communi-
ties, where we will need a complete
range of goods and services including
building management systems, traffic
control systems and smart homes, to
name a few. We are also building a range
of hotels, schools and medical facilities to
support our integrated communities and
helpmeet AbuDhabi’s growth aspirations.”
Ferrier has spoken with many

Canadian companies, including a range
of construction suppliers, consultants
and other vendors. Many of these
companies were introduced to Aldar by
EDC during an infrastructure and con-
struction sector visit to the region in the
fall of 2008.
According to Ferrier, the company’s

massive development projects mean
that it has a significant monthly spend.
While individual project teams retain
responsibility for delivery, one of Central
Procurements’ key roles is to identify
opportunities where ALDAR can secure
the benefits of the scale of its spend and
presence in the market place.
According to Ferrier, consultants and

contractors that want to do business with
Aldar need to pre-qualify through a

dedicated link on the company’s website:
www.aldar.com/supplier_registration.en.
Material suppliers are welcome to use
the link too, but they will also need to
pre-qualify with Aldar’s appointed
contractor or consultant as well.

Canada’s Acier AGF
One Canadian company that has
done significant work on developments
undertaken by Aldar Properties is
Acier AGF, a Quebec-based leader in
reinforcing steel, post-tensioning, wire
mesh and scaffolding.
According to Pierre Farah-Lajoie,

Vice-President, International, the scale of
Aldar’s development initiatives means
that Canadian suppliers to those projects
do not always deal with the company
directly, but work instead with a variety of
its contractors of sub-contractors.
For example, one of the biggest

initiatives that Acier AGF is working on
with Aldar involves reinforcing a tunnel
being built by Aldar that will connect
Abu Dhabi with nearby Yas Island, which
is expected to host a Formula One
race track.
The project will involve 125 Acier AGF

employees, who will install 16,000 tons of
reinforcing steel in the tunnel. Yet while
Aldar Properties is the ultimate client, Acier
AGF is dealing with them through the
Al Naboodah Group, a sub-contractor.
However, as a result of EDC’s trade

mission to the GCC last fall, Acier AGF
made several contacts and, if all goes well,
will soon be dealing directly with the
GCC giant, says Farah-Lajoie.
“We were introduced by EDC to Aldar

and began discussions about the possibility
of us setting up a cutting and bending oper-
ation in Abu Dhabi,” said Farah-Lajoie.”
“That visit proved to be quite a success,

because Acier AGF also met another
contractor in Dubai and is currently
quoting on a project involving rein-
forcement bars to a 102-story building.”
That said, working in the UAE has its

challenges, says Farah-Lajoie. “There is a
significant labour shortage in the GCC, so
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we are often required to bring in workers
from other countries such as India and
Thailand. That’s not always easy, especially
when timing is an issue, because you
have to arrange for visas, complete all the
paperwork and arrange for the workers
to be housed and fed. But, given our expe-
rience in the region, these challenges are
by now mostly manageable.”

Saudi Oger
Another key GCC player with massive
projects planned or underway is SaudiOger
Ltd. This privately owned construction
company headquartered in Riyadh has
been around for more than 30 years, and
has several major development projects
underway in Saudi Arabia and through-
out the Middle East.
These include work on four new

residential towers in King Abdullah
Economic City, as well as on roads, park-
ing areas and landscaping there, coupled
with work on the UAEUniversity Campus
development in the city of Al Ain.
“Our contracts range in value from a

few millions of dollars, to one more than
$10 billion. Furthermore, many of these
are funded by the public sector, so we are
not as directly influenced by the credit cri-
sis as others are,” says Oussama al Kaed,
head of engineering at Saudi Oger.
“As a result, we have a variety of

procurement needs. These range from
engineering services, to inputs for con-
struction and maintenance for private
projects, mega-governmental projects as
well as for health and education initiatives.
We have dealt with several Canadian
companies and hope to have more on
board.” Late last year, representatives from
Saudi Oger visited the “Construct Canada
2008” show, where they made several
good contacts.
But closing a deal isn’t easy. “As result

of slowing work in other GCC countries,
many suppliers are trying to penetrate

Saudi Arabia, so competition here has
been tough,” says Al Kaed. “Suppliers
that want to do business with us need to
demonstrate a strong value proposition
and a great deal of knowledge.”

Nienkamper Furniture
and Accessories
Ontario-based manufacturer of high-end
furniture, Nienkamper Furniture and
Accessories recently signed a $12-million
deal to supply 4,600 of the company’s Aya
and Neinkamper Now chairs, as well as
1,400 of its Vox® FlipTop tables to Saudi
Oger, for installations at Saudi Arabia’s
King Abdullah University of Science and
Technology (KAUST).
According to Anne-Marie Snook,

Nienkamper’s Vice-President ofOperations,
Saudi Oger issued a letter of intent
regarding the custom-made end-user
specified and designed furniture last
October, after conducting a rigorous
pre-selection process through its coor-
dination office in Paris, France, which

Saudi Oger also uses to recruit expatriate
and technical staff.
Snook also notes how fortunate sup-

pliers to large GCC players are, due to their
relative stability in these tough economic
times.“Saudi Oger has a culture of qual-
ity and precision, which is clearly a good
thing,” she said. For example, Nienkamper
began working with Saudi Oger two years
ago, after being recommended by design-
ers who were already working on the
KAUST project and who were familiar with
the Nienkamper brand.
EDC played a key role in facilitating

Nienkamper’s Saudi Oger contract.
“EDC’s support is very important for us in
this deal, because we only got a rela-
tively small deposit considering the scale
of the work that we will be doing, as
well as the amount of money that we will
have to spend on production,” said
Snook. “In fact, had we been unable to get
the pre-shipment financing that EDC
provided, it would have been very hard
for us to execute this order.”
“Demand in the United States, which

has long been our primary export market
has slacked somewhat recently,” says
Snook. “So the fact that we closed this deal
with Saudi Oger could not have come at
a better time.” �

CONSTRUCTION
IS ONE OF THE KEY DRIVERS of the Canadian economy. The industry

represents about 12 per cent of Canadian GDP. The range of these exports is extensive,

including any good or service targeting the residential, commercial, institutional and

public works sectors. Canadian suppliers are renowned for their superior operational

methods, particularly in the increasingly important area of sustainable development.

CLICK . . .
> jcroft@edc.ca
Chief Representative GCC

> faverjon@edc.ca
Vice-President, Infrastructure &
Environment

> merian@edc.ca
Sector Advisor, Infrastructure

> aferrier@aldar.com
> okaed@saudioger.com
> annmarie@nienkamper.com
> pierre.farah-lajoie@acieragf.com
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The good news is that there are ways to
control this risk and maintain prof-
itability in spite of currency swings. In

any case, regardless of the size of the com-
pany, whenever currency fluctuations
can have a considerable impact on net
profit margins, a company should look to
eliminate its currency risk.
The process towards reducing or elim-

inating currency risk (commonly known
as hedging) starts in the budgeting
process. As a company sets its target
exchange rate for the year, it puts forth
a budget which should be used as the
primary risk management tool.
Simply put, when the rate is favourable

relative to the budget rate, a company has
an added incentive to cover its budget
rate and lock in a foreign exchange gain
for the year.
However, hedging strategies should

always be executed once a company’s
future cash flows have been established.
In order to choose a proper hedging pro-
portion, a companymust separate between
account receivables and sales forecasts.
Due to higher uncertainty, the latter

should always be of less proportion. In

relation to longer dated contracts, a com-
pany should analyze the probabilities of
the contract being cancelled, delayed
and any recourse available if these occur.
Among other factors, a company

must also analyze its pricing power rela-
tive to exchange rate fluctuations. If a com-
pany can fully pass on currency fluctuations
to clients, it does not need to engage in
a long-term hedging strategy.
In essence, there are two different

ways to build a hedging strategy. First,
forward contracts are a simple and
popular method of hedging because
they incur no cost upon initiation. They
effectively reserve your rate for future
use, therefore you know immediately at
which rate you will do your future foreign
exchange transfers.
However, they do involve an obligation

of dealing at that rate at the pre-specified
date. Consequently, a company should be
wary of locking too great an amount in
case its sales forecasts are not met.
Otherwise, options are the other

major financial instruments used in cur-
rency hedging. They offer full downside
protection, while giving a company access

to unlimited foreign exchange gains.
Evidently, options can be compared to
insurance and do incur a cost upon
entry. A combination of options can
also be used to add flexibility to a hedg-
ing strategy, eliminating risk while
reducing the premium paid. However, the
lower cost strategies will put a limit on
upside gain.
In conclusion, building and main-

taining a hedging strategy will involve
careful analysis of your business needs
in order to avoid speculative bets on
currency moves.
Consequently, for a company to

focus on its core business, the right
hedging strategy should be put in place
in order to avoid disastrous consequences
to profits. In addition, the help of an
independent skilled foreign exchange
specialist can be a valuable asset in
determining and maintaining the proper
hedging strategy in place. �

Jasmin Valade is a foreign exchange broker
with MF Global Canada Co, a subsidiary
of MF Global Ltd., jvalade@mfglobal.com
www.mfglobal.ca

Managing Currency
Fluctuations in a Volatile
Environment

For companies doing international business, currency fluctuations can have

an important impact on net revenue. Since 2003, exporters have suffered

from the Canadian dollar’s rapid ascent and some have seen yearly profits

completely wiped out. On the other hand, since the beginning of the credit

crisis, importers are the ones feeling the pinch.

BY JASMIN VALADE
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Building
Green
A shift toward “green building”
has begun, and may ultimately lead
to the replacement or retrofitting
of much of the world’s built envi-
ronment. It may take decades, but
green building is poised to become
a major segment of the global
construction industry.

T
he sector’s global promise,
comes with its own challenges.
The most immediate is the
worldwide economic downturn
and the drying up of credit
that has accompanied it. Projects
are being cancelled, put on

hold or cut back, which is obviously not
good for Canadian design firms.
Fortunately, most of the companies in our
green building sector are robust, adapt-
able and diversified enough to cope with
the problem. And because of their
reputation for great technical skill and
creativity, they’ll be well placed to ride the
upturn when it happens.

< Canadian companies have a high reputation in the
green building sector, in large part due to their experience
in extreme climate conditions. Most companies agree that
the world’s emerging economies will provide the best
opportunities for green building today, particularly in the
Middle East and Asia. Pictured here: Toronto-based Zeidler
Patnership Architects’ conception of Emerald Towers, in
Almaty, Kazakhstan.

BY DENNIS & SANDY JONES
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According to a 2009 study by McGraw-
Hill construction, the value of the world’s
green building market will increase to
USD 60 billion by 2010 and, within the
following three years, will rise to USD 96
to 140 billion in the combined residential
and non-residential sectors. Asia will be
a hotbed for the sector, and by 2013 it is
expected that three-quarters of its con-
struction firms will be involved in green
building – in fact, a full 60 per cent of
their projects will be green. In Europe, by
the same year, two-thirds of all building
companies will be in a similar position,
and in North America, the proportion
will be slightly more than half.
Canadian firms, especially architectural

and engineering companies with advanced
expertise in this sector, are already
finding opportunities around the world.
This has been especially true in the
Middle East, where Canadian architects,
engineers and management teams have
been involved in the planning and con-
struction of some of the world’s most spec-
tacular projects. And while the global
financial crisis has slowed activity for the
moment, there will be even greater
opportunities when growth resumes. To
take just one example, the government-
owned AbuDhabi FutureEnergyCompany
(ADFEC) is pressing ahead with its
enormous MASDAR Initiative, which
will lead to the creation of a zero-waste,
zero-carbon, car-free city in the desert.

Canadian firms have a high
reputation in the global market.
In their favour is experience
in designing structures to with-
stand Canada’s extreme climate.
Canadian firms have become
master builders because of the
daunting conditions that they
have to cope with, so they can
design for almost any environ-
mental problem found abroad.

In fact, EDC has targeted construction
as one of its priority sectors in the Gulf
Cooperation Council (GCC) states. Jean-
François Croft, EDC’s Chief Representative
in the GCC is developing relationships
with key regional infrastructure developers
such as Aldar Properties, the Mubadala
Development Company and Emarr
Properties. EDC is targeting the GCC
not only because of the medium-term
opportunities it offers, but also because
EDC’s infrastructure team is matching the
interest that Canadian businesses have
expressed in the GCC, and understands
their ability to meet theneedsof theregion.
In fact, many Canadian firms have

already succeeded in the GCC, and EDC
is helping them create synergies with
other Canadian companies that are not
yet in the market but want to enter it.
For example, EDC works to match these
latter firms to local architects and general
contractors, and to connect them with
Canadian companies that are already
operating in the GCC and are looking
for Canadian products and services. In
addition, EDC can provide financing to
GCC buyers, help Canadian firms secure
needed working capital through their
banks, and furnish various kinds of credit
and political risk insurance to protect
companies as they enter their newmarkets.

What is green building? The United
States Green Building Council (USGBC)
defines it as “building that is aimed at
energy conservation, saving natural
resources and preserving the environment.”
The spike in energy prices during

the 1970s began a trend that led to the
formation of many organizations whose
sole focus was to encourage the creation
of green, climate-adapted buildings.
The most notable of these is the World
Green Building Council, formed in 2002.
Originally a coalition of eight national
green building councils (GBCs), includ-
ing that of Canada, it now comprises
12 national councils worldwide, plus
three emerging ones. Business-led but
non-profit, the GBCs collectively advocate
for green building, push for environ-
mentally responsible industry standards
and help develop green design practices
and rating systems.
There are several of these systems,

which are used to rate a building’s green
credentials. They include Leadership
in Energy and Environmental Design
(LEED), used in several countries includ-
ing Canada; the U.K.’s BRE Environmental
Assessment Method (BREEAM); Green
Star, used in South Africa, Australia
and New Zealand; Abu Dhabi’s Pearl
Building rating system; and Japan’s

. . . by 2013
US$96 – $140 billion

Global Value of Green Building Market:



Since 2004, Vancouver-based Busby Perkins+Will has focused its overseas work on planning sustainable
communities, with projects in India, Singapore and Abu Dhabi, where the government wanted a master development
plan and looked around for cities that were international models of liveability.

<
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Busby Perkins+Will
Located in Vancouver and founded in
1984 by Peter Busby, Busby Perkins+Will
has become internationally renowned
as a practitioner and advocate of green
building design.
“We used to call them high-perfor-

mance buildings,” says Martin Nielsen,
one of the firm’s principals. “But even then,
we felt that energy efficiency was a virtue
because it made sense not to waste a
valuable resource. We also thought that
the indoor environment should provide
a healthy place for people to work, so
natural daylight and good ventilation
were important. When we sold these
ideas to our clients, we emphasized the
energy savings and the fact that a healthy
environment would lead to greater
employee productivity. We didn’t refer to
it as green building.”
The company’s first green building

project outside Canada began in 2004
as part of a light rapid transit system
in Riyadh, Saudi Arabia. The firm
had just finished two stations on
Vancouver’s Millennium Line, and their
work attracted the attention of the
Ar-Riyadh Development Authority,
which commissioned designs for the
system’s prototype stations.
Since 2004, the firm has focused its

overseas work on planning sustainable
communities, with projects in India,
Singapore and Abu Dhabi, where the gov-
ernment wanted a master development
plan and looked around for cities that
were international models of liveability.

Comprehensive Assessment System
for Building Environmental Efficiency
(CASBEE). None is an international stan-
dard, although LEED is showing signs of
being more widely adopted than others.
All these systems are intended to

minimize the environmental impacts
of the world’s buildings. This is no
idle matter; according to the U.S.
Department of Energy, buildings account
for 30 per cent of all greenhouse gas
emissions, 36 per cent of all energy use and
65 per cent of all electricity consumption.
Even leaving aside the environmental
issues, energy costs alone can provide a
convincing case for green building.

Do Canadian companies have a place
in this greener world? “Yes, particularly our
engineering and architectural services
companies,” says Salerno. “These firms
have been active in greenbuilding for a long
time, have developed tremendous expert-
ise in the field and can provide all the serv-
ices and products needed to undertake a
green project of any size and complexity.
And there are now about 10,000 LEED-
accredited professionals in Canada, which
suggests that almost all Canadian architec-
tural anddesign firmshave the expertise.
It’s also significant that the head-

quarters of the World Green Building
Council is now located in Toronto,Ontario.
“This gives Canada a central place in coor-
dinating the creation of Green Building
Councils all over the world,” Salerno
adds. “It makes us a conduit for engaging
the global construction industry and for
predisposing it to use Canadian expertise
to supply green building services. This
demonstrates the solid leadership that
Canada has achieved across all parts of the
green building sector.”

CLICK . . .
> merian@edc.ca
> jcroft@edc.ca
> www.cmhc.ca

Vancouver enjoys that reputation, and
since Busby Perkins+Will has been closely
involved with the city’s development, the
Abu Dhabi authorities selected the firm
to do the project in partnership with
two local companies.
In fact, being based in Vancouver

has proven to be a major marketing
advantage for the company. “This city is
one of the most liveable places in the
world,” Nielsen says. “Urban planning
delegations come from everywhere to
find out how it works, and our close
involvement with the city gets us a lot of
work abroad.”
The company acquires the bulk of its

work through its connections and its
international reputation. Local partners
play a substantial role in the firm’s
projects because they know their
market and can deal effectively with
local authori t ies , approvals and
regulations and advise on the availability
of materials, preferred construction
methods, building codes and a host of
other matters.
The company sees its best prospects

in the Middle East, whose appetite for
green building will continue to grow, in
Nielsen’s opinion, despite the downturn.
The Dubai real estate bubble may have
burst, but Abu Dhabi and Saudi Arabia
have such deep pockets that they will
weather the storm.

CLICK . . .
> www.busby.ca

Green Building = building that is aimed at energy conservation,
saving natural resources and preserving the environment.
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Last year, EDC announced its plans
to move to a new LEED Gold Certified
head office in Ottawa. Construction
has begun and completion is
targeted for 2011.
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Future Cities® International
“Cities are a kind of organism, so
building them in a green way isn’t done
using a single avenue of development,
but instead takes an overall organic
approach,” says Miguel Escobar,
President of Montreal design firm
Future Cities® International Inc.
“In fact, urban design is more than

just design,” says Escobar. “Our idea is
to create higher-density cities that are
economically viable and have an increased
quality of life.”
Established in 1985, the company has

been doing business internationally since
2002, beginning with the redevelopment
of a 200-hectare area in central Beijing,
just east of the Forbidden City.
Escobar transformed it with low-rise

residential and commercial areas, four
residential towers, a new university cam-
pus and a generous proportion of outdoor
spaces. Later came a design project for
an industrial park in the Chinese city of
Qujing. Instead of leveling the site,
filling in its ponds and streams and cut-
ting down its trees, Escobar’s team
designed it as a park system with the
industrial buildings integrated into the
natural landscape.
In a similar way, the company’s resort

project at Serenity Point in the Bahamas
works with the local environment instead
of overriding it; there’s an underground
reservoir to store rainwater, while the
use of local flora for landscaping is
designed to reduce the need for irrigation.
Electricity costs are astronomical by
Canadian standards, so Escobar is con-
sidering the use of solar panels despite
their high initial expense.
Like Busby Perkins+Will, Future Cities®

International relies on local partners
when operating in foreign markets.
Escobar uses them to obtain permits, do
production drawings and make sure that
everything complies with local codes and
standards. In many jurisdictions, too, a
partnership is a legal requirement. To do
business in the Bahamas, for example,
Escobar must have a local partner that has
a 51 per cent share in the project.
As a result, he works hard to develop

good relationships with design and engi-
neering firms in his target markets.
Escobar believes that the world’s emerg-

ing economies will provide the best oppor-
tunities for green building, and that they
may in fact offer more potential than the
U.S. market. The latter has many skilled

green building firms and the competi-
tion is consequently fierce.While Canadians
can compete with the best the U.S. can
offer, non-U.S. markets may be easier to
penetrate and can be equally lucrative.

CLICK . . .
> www.meau.ca

Zeidler Partnership Architects
Toronto–based Zeidler Partnership
Architects has been designing to high
environmental standards since 1988,
when it became involved in a project in
the Knightsbridge district in London,
England. Since 2000, it has undertaken
numerous green building projects both
in Canada and abroad, among them the
spectacular Burj Dubai Residences III, a
set of residential towers that is part of the
Burj Dubai skyscraper complex.
“Our buildings are optimized for

energy use, waste management and a
healthy environment inside and out,”

says Vaidila Banelis, one of the firm’s part-
ners. “Much of our major work abroad is
currently in the UAE where local planners
are awakening to the need for sustainability.
We’re now seeing LEED-type require-
ments on new projects, a shift that’s
going to become more prevalent in the
next two to three years.”
Zeidler is also very active in China,

although Banelis says that it’s not yet an
easy market for green building. Even so,
the company has been applying its
sustainable principles to projects such as
Beijing’s Hongrun mixed-use complex,
which was built to respond to local
environmental concerns, and the master
plan for the De Sheng New Town
development, which integrates retail,
commercial and cultural facilities into
a pedestrian-friendly environment.
Outside Canada, Zeidler also maintains
offices in West Palm Beach, Berlin,
London, Chengdu, Shanghai, Beijing
and Abu Dhabi.
“Except for the latter two,” says Banelis,

“our offices have always been established
as a result of winning a contract. They
begin as project offices but then continue
as we acquire more work locally. In the
case of the China and Abu Dhabi offices,
we saw promise in those markets that
we got licensed and registered to do
business there.”
Zeidler’s foreign offices employ a mix

of expatriate Canadians and local nation-
als. Zeidler also uses partners extensively
in its foreign operations. “In China and
the UAE,” notes Banelis, “and other
markets where we’re less experienced, we
typically team with a local design firm
to obtain their expertise with codes,
materials, construction methods and
so on. But as we become more familiar
with a market, our local office may tend
to use those partners less and less and
eventually we do most of the work
in-house.”
Banelis sees emerging markets as the

most promising destinations for the
Canadian green building sector. Looking
past the downturn, he believes that the
prospects will be good not only in China
and the Middle East, but also in the
Caribbean, Mexico, South America and
India. Abu Dhabi is particularly attractive
for the company, he adds. �

CLICK . . .
> www.zeidlerpartnership.com
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Montreal-based company Future Cities International
has a goal to create higher density cities that are eco-
nomically viable and have an increased quality of life.

<

http://www.meau.ca
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EDC offers a wide range of trade finance solutions to Canadian companies and
their customers abroad. The following summary is intended to act as a guide.
Visit us online at www.edc.ca or call a small business representative at
1-888-332-9398, weekdays, 8 a.m. to 6 p.m. EST.

ONLINE SERVICES

Will your customer pay?
Get a credit profile for as little as $30 with
EXPORTCheck. We have more than 100 million
companies in our database.
www.edc.ca/exportcheck

Want to export with peace of mind?
Give your foreign customer time to pay and
protect against non-payment with EDC’s
EXPORTProtect. Quick. Secure. Affordable.
www.edc.ca/exportprotect

Looking for information on export finance?
The EXPORTFinanceGuide centralizes information
about the financing tools and services available
for Canadian exporters at various stages of the
transaction cycle.www.edc.ca/efg

Want some market insight that will
actually help you make a decision?
Check out EDC’s Country Information – economic
reports that monitor political and economic events
and gauge opportunities in more than 200 markets.
www.edc.ca/e-reports

Online Solutions Advisor
EDC’s Online Solutions Advisor gives you fast and
convenient access to information about which of
our solutions may help you. Take a few minutes
to answer questions about your export status,
and get a diagnostic summary outlining potential
EDC solutions available for your exporting needs.
www.edc.ca/advisor

Are you ready to enter the export market?
Test your readiness by completing EXPORTAble?,
an online questionnaire to help you prepare for
your entry into foreign markets.
www.edc.ca/exportable

Do you need to make a claim?
EDC has an online tool called eExpress Claims
that Accounts Receivable Insurance customers can
use to file claims up to $5,000. To access this tool,
register with EDC Direct, the customer-only section
of EDC’s website, by calling your underwriter or
the EDC Help Desk at 1-888-649-8287 weekdays
from 8 a.m. to 6 p.m. EST. For claims above $5,000
and general claims information, call one of EDC’s
Claims Services Managers at
1-866-638-7946 or visit us at
www.edc.ca/claims.

INSURANCE

Are you sure your U.S. or foreign
customer will pay?
Don’t risk it. Get EDC Accounts Receivable
Insurance and we’ll cover up to 90 per cent of
your losses if your customer doesn’t pay.

Do you know what the future holds for
your investments abroad?
Use EDC Political Risk Insurance and protect your
investments abroad from unforeseen political and
economic upheaval. We’ll cover up to 90 per cent
of your losses.

What if my buyer calls my bond even
though I didn’t do anything wrong?
Protect yourself with EDC Performance Security
Insurance which covers 95 per cent of your losses
on a wrongful call or a call resulting from events
outside your control, such as war.

For information on these and other insurance
products, visit www.edc.ca/insurance.

WORKING CAPITAL

Do you need access to more financing?
By providing a guarantee to your financial
institution through our Export Guarantee
Program, we can help you access additional
financing for export-related activities and/or
foreign investments.

Do you need protection against currency
fluctuations?
Do you purchase forward contracts from a finan-
cial institution to protect your cash flow against
currency fluctuations? EDC’s Foreign Exchange
Facility Guarantee (FXG) can help. FXG frees up
your working capital by foregoing a financial
institution’s requirement to put up to 15 per cent
collateral on forward contracts.

With FXG, you can pay your suppliers up front
without fear of losing money due to currency
fluctuations.

For information on these and other working
capital solutions, visit www.edc.ca/wcs.

FINANCING

Are your shipments getting delayed at
the U.S. border for security reasons?
If you ship to the United States, you need to
understand how the Customs-Trade Partnership
Against Terrorism (C-TPAT) can affect your busi-
ness. EDC has developed a loan program to help
Canadian companies fund the costs of upgrading
their security to become C-TPAT compliant.

Want to turn your export sale
into a cash sale?
EDC offers a range of financing solutions for
foreign buyers of Canadian capital goods and
related services. Generally, our financing solutions
provide one- to 10-year coverage for up to
85 per cent of the value of your sale.

EDC also has pre-arranged Lines of Credit with
foreign banks, institutions, and purchasers under
which foreign customers can borrow the neces-
sary funds to purchase Canadian capital goods
and services.

In partnership with Northstar Trade Finance, EDC
can also provide fast and efficient medium-term
foreign buyer financing for smaller capital goods
export transactions.www.northstar.ca

For information on these and other financing
products, visit www.edc.ca/financing.

BONDING

What if my buyer demands a bond?
You can get bonds issued by either your bank
(standby letters of credit or letters of guarantee)
or a surety company (surety bonds). EDC can help
you get those bonds by issuing a guarantee to
your bank or by providing up to 100 per cent
reinsurance to your surety company.

For information on these and other working
capital solutions, visit www.edc.ca/bonding.

> EDC Toolkit
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A list of associations and government agencies dedicated to helping
Canadian businesses succeed.

PROVINCIAL
GOVERNMENT AGENCIES
ALBERTA
Trade Team Alberta:
www.alberta-canada.com/tta
TTA is a partnership of the Governments of
Canada and Alberta, working to enhance interna-
tional business opportunities for Albertans.

MANITOBA
MTI: Manitoba Trade and Investment:
www.gov.mb.ca/trade
MTI’s mission is to help build the Manitoba econo-
my through increased exports and by attracting
and retaining foreign direct investment.

NEW BRUNSWICK
Business New Brunswick –
Export Development Branch:
www.gnb.ca/0398/export/index-e.asp
Business New Brunswick’s Export Development
Branch specializes in counselling and other
services to export-ready companies and existing
exporters.

NEWFOUNDLAND AND LABRADOR
www.gov.nf.ca/doingbusiness
A gateway to online information for business,
start-up, operations, relocating to the province,
investments and exporting.

NOVA SCOTIA
Nova Scotia Business Inc.:
www.novascotiabusiness.com
NSBI offers many export development programs
and services for small- to medium-sized business-
es and local exporters entering new markets.

ONTARIO
International Trade Development:
www.ontarioexports.com
The International Trade Branch of the Investment
and Trade Division helps Ontario firms grow, pros-
per and create jobs through international trade.

PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND
PEI Business Development:
www.peibusinessdevelopment.com
The Trade, Marketing and Communications
Division is responsible for the identification and
pursuit of trade and export opportunities for
Prince Edward Island business.

Canadian Consular Affairs Bureau:
www.voyage.gc.ca
The Consular Affairs Bureau provides information
and assistance services to Canadians living and
travelling abroad.

Foreign Affairs & International
Trade Canada:
www.international.gc.ca
DFAIT supports Canadians abroad; helps
Canadian companies succeed in global markets;
promotes Canada’s culture and values; and
works to build a more peaceful, secure world.

Team Canada Inc.:
www.exportsource.ca
Team Canada Inc’s website is Canada’s most
comprehensive source of information and practical
tools for new or experienced exporters.

ASSOCIATIONS
Canadian Manufacturers and Exporters:
www.cme-mec.ca
Canada’s largest trade and industry association,
CME promotes the continuous improvement of
Canadian manufacturing and exporting through
engagement of government at all levels.

Canadian Chamber of Commerce:
www.chamber.ca
As the national leader in public policy advocacy
on business issues, the Canadian Chamber of
Commerce’s mission is to foster a strong, com-
petitive, and profitable economic environment
that benefits not only business, but all Canadians.

Canadian Federation of Independent
Business:
www.cfib.ca
CFIB has been a big voice for small business for
35 years with 105,000+ members nationwide in
every sector.

Canadian Association of Importers
and Exporters
www.importers.ca
I.E. Canada represents and educates importers
and exporters and advocates on their behalf to
influence change. Membership includes
importers, exporters, distributors and agents as
well as custom brokers, lawyers, accountants,
freight and shipping companies, airlines, banks
and foreign trade promotion offices.

QUEBEC
Services for businesses:
www.entreprises.gouv.qc.ca
Information for investors, immigrants, entrepreneurs
and future exporters of Quebec.

Investissement Québec:
www.investquebec.com/en
Financing products range from work for compa-
nies, cooperative businesses and non-profit
organizations from start-up, expansion, export,
R&D activities, to mergers and acquisitions.

SASKATCHEWAN
STEP: Saskatchewan Trade & Export
Partnership:
www.sasktrade.sk.ca
STEP was created to provide trade development,
custom market research and access to export
financing for exporters in the province.

BRITISH COLUMBIA
British Columbia Asia Pacific, Trade and
Investment Division, Ministry of Technology,
Trade & Economic Development:
www.gov.bc.ca/tted
Assists BC companies to enter international
markets and attracts foreign investment to BC.

FEDERAL GOVERNMENT
AGENCIES
Business Development
Bank of Canada (BDC):
www.bdc.ca
BDC plays a leadership role in delivering financial,
investment and consulting services to Canadian
small businesses, with a particular focus on the
technology and export sectors of the economy.

Canada Business:
www.cbsc.org
Canada Business reduces the complexity of deal-
ing with various levels of government by serving
as a single point of access for federal and provin-
cial/territorial government services, programs and
regulatory requirements.

Canadian Commercial Corporation (CCC):
www.ccc.ca
The CCC serves as an effective Canadian trade
instrument, bringing buyers and sellers together
and closing successful export contracts on the
best possible terms and conditions.

> Trade Resources
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EDC REGIONAL OFFICES AND INTERNATIONAL REPRESENTATIONS

Companies with total annual sales
of up to $5 million can call EDC’s
team of small business specialists at
1-888-332-9398.

Companies with total annual sales
of more than $5 million can
call the nearest EDC regional office at
1-888-332-3777.

Head Office
Export Development Canada
151 O’Connor Street
Ottawa, Canada K1A 1K3
Tel.: (613) 598-2500 | Fax: (613) 237-2690
www.edc.ca

WESTERN
contactwest@edc.ca
Linda Niro, Regional Vice-President

Vancouver Office
Tel.: (604) 638-6950 | Fax: (604) 638-6955

Edmonton Office
Tel.: (780) 702-5233 | Fax: (780) 702-5235

Regina Office
Tel.: (306) 586-1727 | Fax: (306) 586-1725

Calgary Office
Tel.: (403) 537-9800 | Fax: (403) 537-9811

Winnipeg Office
Tel.: (204) 975-5090 | Fax: (204) 975-5094

ONTARIO
contactontario@edc.ca
Dan Mancuso, Regional Vice-President

Toronto Office
Tel.: (416) 640-7600 | Fax: (416) 862-1267

Mississauga Office
Tel.: (905) 366-0300 | Fax: (905) 366-0332

London Office
Tel.: (519) 963-5400 | Fax: (519) 963-5407

Ottawa Office
Tel.: (613) 597-8523 | Fax: (613) 598-3811

Windsor Office
Tel.: (519) 974-7674 | Fax: (519) 974-9753

QUEBEC
contactquebec@edc.ca
Diane Dubé, Regional Vice-President

Montreal Office
Tel.: (514) 908-9200 | Fax: (514) 878-9891

Quebec City Office
Tel.: (418) 266-6130 | Fax: (418) 266-6131

ATLANTIC
contactatlantic@edc.ca
David Surrette, Regional Vice-President

Halifax Office
Tel.: (902) 442-5205 | Fax: (902) 442-5204

Moncton Office
Tel.: (506) 851-6066 | Fax: (506) 851-6406

St. John’s Office
Tel.: (709) 772-8808 | Fax: (709) 772-8693

MEXICO & CENTRAL AMERICA
Mexico City
Michel Villeneuve, Chief Representative
Tel.: (011) 5255-5387-9316 | mvilleneuve@edc.ca

Nathan Andrew Nelson, Regional Manager
Tel.: (011) 5255-5387-9319 | nnelson@edc.ca

Monterrey
Marcos Pruneda, Regional Manager
Tel.: (011) 5281-8344-3200 ext. 3360
mpruneda@edc.ca

BRAZIL & SOUTHERN CONE
São Paulo
Tel.: (011) 5511-5509-4320 ext. 3320

Rio de Janeiro
Fernanda de A. Custodio, Regional Manager
Tel.: (011) 5521-2295-0391 | fcustodio@edc.ca

CHILE
Santiago
Christian Daroch, Regional Manager
Tel.: (011) 56 2 652-3807 | cdaroch@edc.ca

CENTRAL EUROPE
Warsaw (Poland)
Marzena Koczut, Chief Representative
Tel.: (011) 4822-584-3240 | mkoczut@edc.ca

GREATER CHINA
Shanghai
Winston Kan, Chief Representative
Tel.: (011) 86-21-32792832 | wkan@edc.ca

Beijing
Wang Hui, Associate
Tel.: (011) 86-10-51394126 | hwang@edc.ca

RUSSIA AND CIS
Moscow
Rod Lever, Chief Representative
Tel.: (011) 7 495 105-6095 | rlever@edc.ca

Maxim Berdichevsky, Regional Manager
Tel.: (011) 7-495-925-6896 | mberdichevsky@edc.ca

SOUTHEAST ASIA
Singapore
Rob Simmons, Chief Representative
Tel.: (011) 65-6854-5949 | rsimmons@edc.ca

INDIA
New Delhi
Peter Nesbitt, Regional Vice-President
Tel.: (011) 91-11-4178-2603 | pnesbitt@edc.ca

Vibhav Agarwal, Regional Manager
Tel.: (011) 91-11-4178 2288 | vagarwal@edc.ca

Mumbai
Rajesh Sharma, Regional Manager
Tel.: (011) 91-22-6749-4480 | rasharma@edc.ca

UNITED ARAB EMIRATES
Abu Dhabi
Jean-François Croft, Chief Representative
Tel.: (011)-971-2-694-0376 | jcroft@edc.ca

Contact trade commissioners in the United States and in

140 other offices around the world thanks to the Virtual

Trade Commissioner! This useful tool provides you with

direct access to the Trade Commissioner Service, as well as

its partners’ services, including EDC. To register, please visit

www.tradecommissioner.gc.ca.
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